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INTRODUCTION

The ATARI® Word Processor allows you to type any letter or report and edit it
before you print it. You can also store this material on diskette and later recall or
bring a copy of it to the screen to make additional changes. By simply pressing a few
keys you can change the margins, the line spacing, or the page size- just to name a
few items-without retyping the entire document. With this system, even the novice
typist will be able to create professional looking documents in no time at all.

HOW THIS PROGRAMWORKS

This training program is an independent study course. It allows you to set your own
pace, review materials as often as you want, and devote as much time to each exer-
cise as you need. The program consists of an audio tape, a Training Data Diskette,
and this workbook. The workbook is divided into six lessons of increasing difficulty
and sophistication.

• Lesson One explains how to duplicate and format diskettes needed to com-
plete the course. It also explains how to create a document, correct basic typ-
ing errors, and how to save and print the final copy.

• Lesson Two discusses how to delete words, lines, and phrases. You can then
reorganize the text to eliminate the spaces left by the changes. Inserting text,
setting margins, and line spacing are also covered.

• Lesson Three covers paginating text, how to move text within a page or a doc-
ument, and the search and replace function.

• Lesson Four explains aligning text such asdates and addresses in letters. It also
discusses how to justify text.

• Lesson Five takes you step-by-step through repagination and explains the
Disk Utilities Menu.

• Lesson Six is a series of independent lessons covering specialized features
such as decimal align, subscripts and superscripts, and elongated print.

The audio tape is used in Lessons One and Two to help you become familiar with
some of the procedures and to help you feel comfortable using the equipment.
Instructions for using the audio are given in the workbook.

The information presented in the audio portion is always repeated or reviewed in the
workbook. If you feel comfortable with the audio portion you may wish to skip this
material in the workbook. These pages are clearly marked with a black edge.

If you feel you need additional practice you may want to listen to the tape and read
those pages in the workbook.

Introduction vii



viii Introduction

If you are familiar with word processing, or if you feel you learn best by reading, you
need not listen to the audio presentation. As you go through the workbook, simply
ignore directions for turning on the tape.

The Training Data Diskette contains sample material that you will be using to prac-
tice editing, formatting, etc. Specific directions regarding the use of the Training
Data Diskette are given in Lesson One.

This program introduces you to the system's various capabilities. However, to
become proficient you must do some additional practice on your own. After com-
pleting a lesson it is recommended that you apply your new skills to creating and
editing your own material.

To complete this course you will need:

• An ATARI Word Processor Master Diskette (CX8119 or CX8217)

• The ATARI Word Processor Training Data Diskette (CX8120 or CX8218)

• An audio cassette recorder

• An Audio Master Cassette (CX4122)

• The ATARI Word Processor Reference Manual

• A quiet room where you can concentrate on the lessons.

This course will enable you to operate the ATARI Word Processor system. It does
not, however, cover all the commands/features of the system. See the ATARI Word
Processor Reference Manual for features not discussed in this course.

SYSTEM SETUP

Before you can begin you must set up your system. Section 1 of the Reference Man-
ual contains detailed instructions for setting up the system, and Section 4 contains a
description of each of the components.

Read Sections 1 and 4 carefully and set up the system according to the manual.
When you are finished, turn to Lesson One.
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THE WORD
PROCESSOR
VS THE
TYPEWRITER

1
LESSON ONE WORKBOOK

This lesson will explain how to:

• Duplicate a diskette

• Format (initialize) a diskette

• Load the Program Master Diskette

• Enter information and store it on diskette

• Print text

• Move the cursor

• Correct basic typing errors.

If your system is connected and all your materials are at hand, you're ready to begin.
If not, refer to the Word Processor Reference Manual to hook up the system, and
then gather the materials you need (listed on page 2) to complete the course.

Your ATARI Word Processor is a great advancement over the typical typewriter you
are accustomed to using. While the keyboard is similar to a typewriter's, making it
simple to use and learn, the electronic nature of a word processor speeds up the
retyping process and eliminates time-consuming revisions.

There are two major differences between a typewriter and word processor that you
will notice immediately.

• A typewriter prints out as you type text. A word processor will only print when
you instruct it to do so. Everything you type will appear on a screen. It is on
the screen, not paper, that you make all your changes. The printout then is a
"hard" copy, which may be used as a review or a final copy.

• The letters, reports, memos, and the like (called documents in word process-
ing) are stored on diskettes. The diskette, which looks like a 45 rpm record, is
one of the most important components of a word processing system. Your
documents are stored on diskette until you want to use the document again.
Then it is read from the diskette and brought to the screen. In word processing
terms, the diskette is used for storage and retrieval of information.

The ATARI Diskettes can store a maximum of 63 pages of text depending on how
much text you put on a page.

LessonOne Workbook 1
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The following diagram illustrates the flow of information.
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FORMATIING
AND
DUPLICATING

Insert the audio cassette for Lesson One and turn on the tape.

Before you can begin entering text you must format a blank diskette and duplicate
the Training Data Diskette.

FORMATTING

All blank diskettes must be formatted before they can be used to store information,
whether that information is being typed for the first time or duplicated from another
diskette.

DUPLICATING

Duplicating or creating a backup diskette is important, especially for diskettes that
contain valuable information. By using the backup and saving the Master Diskette,
you don't have to worry about damaging or accidentally erasing a diskette. Follow
the steps below to format and duplicate a diskette.

1. Switch all components, except the computer to ON.

2. Press the disk drive door release lever.

3. Insert the Master Diskette into the disk drive in the direction of the arrow
shown on the label of the diskette.

4. Close the disk drive door.

5. Turn the computer on. This loads the Disk Operating System (DOS) program
into the system.* The first thing you will see is a blank screen with a white
square on the upper left-hand corner. When the Disk Operating System (DOS)
program is loaded the following menu will appear on the screen:

Figure 7-2 DOS Menu

*Thisloading process is referred to as "booting" the system.

LessonOne Workbook 3



4 Lesson One Workbook

6. Press the disk drive door release lever and remove the Master Diskette.

7. Insert a blank diskette into the disk drive.

8. Close the disk drive door.

9. Type the letter I for FORMAT DISK.*

10. Press . The letter I will appear below SELECT ITEM and the question
WHICH DRIVE TO FORMAT? will appear.

11. Type 1 for Drive 1.

12. Press I£IDml. The system will respond with the statement:

TYPE • • Y· • TO FORHtliT D:ISK 1.

Since formatting erasesall text on a diskette, the system is asking if you are cer-
tain you want to format this diskette and erase everything that is already stored
on the diskette.

13. Type Y and press -MAi@'. The disk drive BUSY light will go on and the sys-
tem will format the blank diskette.

14. Press the disk drive door release lever and remove the blank formatted disk-
ette from the disk drive, after the BUSY light goes off.

The disk drive BUSY light will always come on when the system is writing (stor-
ing) information onto a diskette or when it is bringing a copy of the material
from the diskette to the screen.

15. Type Jand press IEJII!1mJ1 to duplicate the diskette. The Jwill appear below
SELECT ITEM on screen. The system will now ask:

DUP D:ISK - SOURCE .. DEST DR:IUES?

This means you want to duplicate a diskette. The system is asking you for the
location (drive number) of the source or original diskette (that contains the
data to be copied) and the location of the destination (blank) diskette (where
the data will be copied).

16. Type 1, 1 and press Eri1!ImJI.: If you are using two disk drives you can put the
source diskette in the destination or blank diskette in Drive 2. You
wou Id then enter 1, 2.

After the Etmm:ll the following will appear on the screen:

:INSERT SOURCE D:ISK .. TYPE RETURN

*Lesson 5 explains how to format a diskette using the ATARI Word Processor Pro-
gram Master Diskette.

•
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LOADING THE
PROGRAM
MASTER
DISKETIE

17. Insert the Training Data Diskette, close the disk drive door and press

The system will read and store the information from the source diskette with-
out erasing this diskette. When it has finished, the disk drive BUSY light will go
off and the following instruction will appear on the screen:

INSERT DESTINATION DISK .. TYPE RETURN

18. Remove the Training Data Diskette from the disk drive.

19. Insert the blank diskette you just formatted and close the disk drive door. Press

The system will take the material from its memory and transfer or write it onto
this diskette. When it has finished, the disk drive BUSY light will go off.

20. Remove the backup or duplicate diskette from the disk drive.

Steps 17-20 may have to be repeated if the diskette you are duplicating con-
tains a great deal of data.

21. Label the diskette using the labels provided and a felt tip marker. Never use a
pen or pencil when writing on a diskette label; the sharp point can damage a
diskette. Also do not store any diskettes near any magnetic source, such as a
stereo, telephone, etc.

22. Put the Master Training Data Diskette in a safe place and use the duplicate.

The ATARI Word Processor Program Master Diskette (or software) is the set of
instructions that provides the computer with its word processing capabilities. If this
program is not loaded or stored in memory the system will not be able to perform
any word processing tasks.

To load the Word Processor program,

1. Turn power to ON for your

• Television set or monitor

• AlARI 810™ Disk Drive or AlARI 815™ Dual Disk Drive (a red light
comes on)

• AlARI 850™ Interface Module (a red light comes on)

2. Open the disk drive by pressing the door handle release lever.

3. Wait until the BUSY light goes off before inserting the diskette into Drive 1. In-
sert the Word Processor Program Master Diskette (hereafter called Program
Master Diskette) and close the disk drive door.

LessonOne Workbook 5
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4. Turn the computer power to ON. The red power light on the right side of your
keyboard and the disk drive BUSY light will come on indicating the program is
loading. At the same time a white box on a blue (or black if you are using a black
and white television) background will appear on the screen.

When the program has loaded, the disk drive BUSY light will go off and the fol-
lowing menu will appear on the screen.

Figure 1-3 Word Processing Menu

5. Press the disk drive door release lever. The diskette will pop out about a
half inch.

6. Remove the Program Master Diskette and return it to its envelope.

The Word Processor capabilities are now loaded in the system's memory. They
will remain in memory until: (1) the system is turned off or (2) another program
is loaded.

If for any reason you turn the system off or lose power, you must reload
the program.

Note: If you do not remove the Program Master Diskette and attempt to Select
or Create a document, error message 144 will appear on the screen. You must
insert the work diskette to correct this error.

The ATARI Word Processor is based on a menu system. The menus, just like those in
a restaurant, offer lists of items from which you can choose. For example, the menu
now on your screen offers you three choices. You can either Select or Create a doc-
ument, or you can work with the Disk Utilities program. Each time you respond to a
menu, another menu or a question will appear. If you want to return to the previous
menu you simply press the escape key, labeled 1m. This menu system makes the
ATARI Word Processor easy to learn and work with because it always tells you what
you can do. The menus (see Figure 1-3) will always appear at the top of your screen
below the status line.

Before you begin typing, let's discuss some other important concepts- the screen,
the status line, and the cursor.

•

•
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THE SCREEN

STATUS LINE

The screen is like a blank piece of paper on which messagesare sent and received.
All system menus, questions and messageswill appear on the screen. In addition,
anything you enter: menu choices, answers to questions, and text will appear here.

Any time you recall or read a page of text from a diskette, a copy of it is brought to
memory and displayed on the screen. In other words, at that time there are two cop-
ies of the page-one on the diskette and one on the screen.

The status line, the very top line on the screen, continually displays information
about the document. The following is a sample status line with the messageswhich
you will see. Below them isan explanation of the various abbreviations and informa-
tion found in the status line.

Figure 1-4 Status Line

D1

PRACTICE

LK:L

This tells you what disk drive you are using.

This is the name of the document you will be creating. As you select
or create different documents this name will change.

key lock indicator. It tells you whether theI: key has been set for all upper- or all lowercase letters.
The L next to the colon indicates the key is set for lowercase. This
means that unless you press the key, the letters on the screen
will appear in lowercase. To change to all capital or let-
ters you must hold down theBm and press the key.
The lock indicator would then change to LK:U.

The LK indicator is also used to indicate the status of the key.
When the key is engaged, anything you type will appear in in-
verse video and will be underscored when printed. When the a
key is pressed the Lor U will appear in inverse video. When the a•
To change back to lowercase
(Warning: By pressing
enter a control mode.
to exit the mode.)

the key.
simultaneously, you
to be pressed again

Lesson One Workbook 7
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L: 1

P: 0

key is pressed again the letter reverts to normal and underscoring
stops. You will use the and keys later.

The P is the page indicator. Since you are not working with any page
yet, a 0 appears there. The page number changes as you recall or
create different pages.

This is the cursor line indicator. It changes as the cursor moves from
one line to another - up or down.

C: 1 This is the cursor column indicator. Like the line indicator it changes
as the cursor is moved. The cursor can be moved as far right as col-
umn161.

In addition to the Status Line, a Memory Usage Indicator is always displayed on the
screen. It is the white box just below the menu. As you create text, the indicator
moves across the screen from right to left. The closer it gets to the left margin the less
space you have available in memory. You should save the page you are typing when
the Memory Usage Indicator is halfway across the screen to avoid losing any memory.

THE CURSOR A typewriter has a carriage which moves and shows you where you are on a given
line. To go from one line to another you return or manually adjust the paper. These
parts do not exist on a word processor.

With a word processing system, everything happens at the position of the cursor, a
little white square on your screen. The cursor moves from left to right across the
screen as you type, indicating where the next character will appear. To insert or
delete -any text you must move the cursor.

The cursor can be moved in several ways. To move the cursor across the screen you
simply press the space bar. Each time you hit the bar, the cursor moves one space. If
you hold the space bar down, the cursor will travel across the screen. Moving the
cursor with the space bar adds spaces to your text.

By holding down the control key, labeled I31i:iI and pressing an arrow key simulta-
neously you can move the cursor left or right, up or down, and not change any text
on the page. If you do not want spaces added to your text, use and an arrow
key to move the cursor.

•
MOVES CURSOR ONE LINE

UP DOWN
CONTROL KEY
PRESSED IN
CONJUNCTION
(SIMU LTANEOUSLY)
WITH ARROW KEY
MOVES CURSOR LEFT RIGHT

MOVES CURSOR ONE
POSITION

Figure 1-5 Control and Cursor Direction Keys •
8 LessonOne Workbook
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In addition to gradual movements, the cursor can be moved from left to right, top to
bottom very quickly using Control characters.

To move the cu rsor
To the bottom
To the top
To the right margin
To the left margin
To the end of the line
To the beginning of the line
To end of text

Hold
and press B
and press T
and press H
and press G
and press E
and press A
and press;

•

•

CREATING
A DOCUMENT

Let's look at how this works aswe create our first document. Turn on your tape and
follow the instructions.

To Create a document you must complete the following steps:

1. Load the Program Master Diskette.
Follow the steps on page 10 when you need to load the program. When the
program is loaded the following menu appears:

DOCuMen1: .. [Brea1:e DOCUMen1: .. or
Disk [[11: iii1:i es .

2. Insert a blank, formatted diskette into the disk drive.
In this case the Training Data Diskette is being used; however, when you
begin creating documents of your own, any formatted diskette which has
space can be used.

3. Type C and press in response to the menu option.
The system responds with the following:

En1:er dOCUMen1: naMe:
(Type RETURN 1:0 seleC1: saMe dOCUMen1:)

4. Type the name PRACTICE for the new document and press ICtIt!nml

A document name must begin with a letter and must contain eight or lessalpha
or numeric characters. ATARI3, SUN1, and PRACTICE are acceptable names. A
document name cannot contain a space. If you include a space in the name,
you will get an error message. At this point you may enter the document's name,
or if you want to create a new page for the document you were working on, you
simply press Ilitlt!lIil
Whether you enter a name and press , or simply press , a
new menu will appears .

(irin1: .. [3di1: or E[iiase docuMen1:?

LessonOne Workbook 9
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5. Type E and press Kimlllmll
As was mentioned in the tape, the Edit mode is used for both creating a new
document and editing an existing one.

Again, another menu prompt appears:

r:Jew page .. [IjOdify page .. mecall page ..
page .. [jx"tended Func"tions.

6. Type N and press Kiml2ml1 . The system now asks you for the page number.

NUMber of New Page?
Exis"tin9 pages for docuMen"t:

Notice the statement below the menu line. As pages are saved their num-
bers will appear here to remind you what and how many pages exist in
the document.

7. Type 1 and press

You can assign the page any number you wish. Since this is your first page, the
number 1 was entered.

After the Cml2ml1 the screen clears, and this statement appears:

Ed i"t Page - Type ESC "to re"turn "to Menu

8. Begin typing.
Once the screen clears you can begin typing text. Enter the text below.

Type the following paragraph, including the mistakes, for your first page. Don't
worry about additional mistakes you make, we will correct them later. Also, DO
NOT press at the end of a line; just continue typing. The system automat-
ically moves or wraps words to the next line when it reaches the present right margin.

You will notice that after you type the first 20 characters the text will move to the left.
This is because only 40 characters of a line are visible at one time.

The ATARI Word Processor offers the small business person and home user etc.

When you finish typing the paragraph, turn on the tape.

The ATARI Word Processor offers the small business person and home
user the word processing capahil.ity of a large expensive system at
a very low cost. The system can hold about 10,000 charavters in memorry
and each diskette can stroe between 50 and 70 pages of text.

•

•

•
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SAVING TEXT One of the major advantages of word processing is that anything you type can be

saved; corrections and additions can be made later. The document can then be
revised without retyping.

To save text you must follow these steps:

1. Press
When you finish creating or editing a page or document the menu line
will read:

Ed i"t Page - "type ESC "to ex i"t "to Menu

Pressing the
will see:

key always takes you back to the last menu. In this case you

•
!:::Jew page .. [;OdifY page .. [Decal I page ..

page .. [3x"tended Func"tions

2. Type S and press ELmm31
Since you want to save a page, this is the appropriate answer. The system
responds with:

Page NUMber "to Save?

3. Type 1 and press rmDm31
Three things will happen after you press ELmm.::ll
• The cursor moves down each line of text (that is on the screen) as it is being

saved on diskette.

• The disk drive BUSY light goes on while the text is being written on disk-
ette and then turns off when the operation is complete.

• The menu that begins with "New page, Modify page" reappears.

The page is now stored on diskette.

Lesson Two, page 32, explains how to save an edited version of an existing page.
Press the mJ key twice to return to the menu which begins "Select Document."

The system responds:

En"ter dOCUMen"t naMe:
(Type RETURN "to selec"t saMe dOCUMen"t]

D1.: PRACTICE LK : L P: 1. L: 1. C: 1.

DocuMen"t .. DocuMen"t .. or
Disk [!l"ti I i"ties.

•
PRINTING A
DOCUMENT

1. Type S and press Immlla in response to the first menu prompt:

LessonOne Workbook 11
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2. Type Practice and press . The system will accept the name whether
you type it in all capital letters, letters or just an initial capital. The
spelling, however, must match that in the list of documents on the screen.
In this case you could have simply pressed as the second line states.
Pressing only instructs the system to use document name which
appears at the upper side of your screen.
After you press the next menu appears.

.. [idi1: .. or E[iase dOCUMen1:?

3. Type P to print, and press EIDml. The system responds with the prompt:

En1:er f i rS1:page .. I aS1:page or :
Pages 1:0 pr i n1:

4. Type 1 and press . In this case you type number 1, because that is the
only page that you want to print an entire document, type A for all. If
you want to print the first five pages, type 1, 5. However, you can only print
consecutive pages.

The system will next ask:

Double co i uesn prin1: CY/Nl?
Exis1:ing pages for dOCUMen1::
1

For every Yes/No question, pressing EtiI!m:l1 means no.

5. Type N and press EIDm:l1
The AlARI 825™ 80-Column Printer offers a double-column print fea-
ture which allows you to print two pages on one sheet of paper. This takes prior
planning and smaller margins. For this exercise a single-column format was used.
The system will bring the text to the screen, emit a beeping sound, and
then ask:

Pos i 1: i on paper .. 1:ype RETURN when ready

This gives you the opportunity to turn the printer on, check its settings and posi-
tion the paper. If you decide not to continue printing, press . This stops the
process.

6. Press EtiI!ml
After this last IEtiI!m:J1 the system will print out the specified page(s). Compare
your printout with the following copy.

Your printout should look look like this:

The ATARI Word Processor offers the small business person and home
user the word oroceastno capability of a Iarqe expensive system at
a very low cost. The system can hold about 10,000 charavters in memorry
and each diskette can stroe between 50 and 70 paces of text.

If your printout does not match the one above, repeat the procedure following the
steps on pages 11 and 12. The steps assume that the Program Master Diskette is loaded.

•

•

•
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You have now created, stored, and printed a document. We have taken you
through these procedures step-by-step and reviewed it, so it may seem like a long
process. Once you become accustomed to loading the system and familiar with the
menus you will be able to load the system and be creating a document in less than
two minutes! Practice is all it takes.

Turn on the tape.

DELETING
CHARACTERS

Correcting typing errors that involve deleting or inserting characters is very simple
with the ATARI Word Processor. You are going to correct the errors in the docu-
ment on your screen. Since you just printed the document your menu line reads:

i not i 't or EI:iiase do CuMen't?

You must be in Edit mode to delete characters. Therefore you must select Edit.

1. Type E and press IIItiI!m:ll. The Edit Options Menu appears on the screen.

•
r::Jew [Decal I

page Func't ions.
2. Type M and press . The menu line changes to:

Ed i 't Page - 'type ESC 'to ex i 't 'to Menu .

Now you can delete any errors in the text.
The first error is the double "r" in the word "memorry" which appears at the end
of the third line.

3. Move the cursor down to the third line. Press and I .

4. Position the cursor at the end of the line. Press , type E.
E moves the cursor to the end of the line, while

cursor to the right margin. In this case they are not the same.
move the cursor to the letter m in "memorry."

5. Position cursor between the "t" and the fly:' Press , and +-.

letter to the left of the cursor is deleted and your6. Press

MeMory-

•
If you delete any character or a number of characters by mistake, press
and type Z. The entire line is restored to its original state no matter how many
corrections were made. This only works if you have not moved the cursor to
another line or begun another operation.

7. Move the cursor so that it is between the letter "v" and the letter "t" in the word
"charavter." Press and +- .

Lesson OneWorkbook 13



8. Press to delete the "v"

9. Type the letter C. It will appear at the cursor position.

10. Move the cursor to the beginning of the line. Press type A.

11. Move the cursor down to the next line. Press and +.

•
12. Move the cu rsor

"stroe." Press
it between the "t" and "r" in the word

13. Delete the letter "r" and the letter "0." Press and
twice. Both letters will be deleted.

14. Type the letters or to correct the word. The letters will be inserted at the
cursor.

15. Save the corrected page as page 1, following the steps on page 11.

To summarize, once you are in the Modify mode you can delete any letter before or
after the cursor.

•
z

Deletes letter before the cursor
Deletes letter after the cursor
Cancels any deletions on a line

14 LessonOne Workbook

All corrected pages must be saved using the menus or they will be lost.

Lesson One has covered a great deal of information regarding the operation of your
system. The main operations covered are summarized on the next few pages. These
summary sheets will serve as quick reviews and guides when you are creating your
own documents. Read the summaries and then complete the review exercise before
proceeding to Lesson Two.

In summary, to delete any character in a document you must Select the document,
enter Edit mode, and Recall the page that contains the error. When a copy of the
page appears on the screen, you must select Modify mode. Once the system knows
you want to alter the text you can delete any character before or after the cursor.
Also, when you are creating a new document and a page within that document, cor-
rections can be made before the page is stored. •



•

•

•

SUMMARY

LOADING THE PROGRAM MASTER DISKETTE

1. Turn the power on only for the

• Television/monitor
• Disk drive (red light comes on)
• Interface module (red light comes on)

2. Insert the Program Master Diskette into the disk drive.

3. Close the disk drive door.

4. Turn the power on for the computer (red light comes on).

5. Remove the Program Master Diskette from the disk drive and return it to its pro-
tective cover, after the menu appears on the screen and the disk drive BUSY
light goes off.

CREATING A DOCUMENT

1. Load Program Master Diskette.

2. Insert a blank or partially blank, formatted diskette.

3. Enter C in response to menu prompt:

DOCUMent .. DOCUMent .. or
Disk [!]ti 1 ities.

4. Type name for new document and press . The name must begin with
a letter and be no more than eight characters long.

5. Type E and press flIlDm:ll in response to menu prompt:

.. [3dit .. or El..iiiase dOCUMent.

6. Type N and press flIlDm:ll in response to menu prompt:

l:]ew page .. [;JOdify page .. mecall page ..
page .. [3Xtended Functions.

7. Type the page number you want document to begin with and press mm:l
8. Begin typing.

9. Save or print document.
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1. Press

SAVING TEXT (JUST TYPED OR EDITED)

to return to menu.

•
2. Type S and press mma in response to menu:

l::]ew page .. [;JOdifY page .. !Decal I page
page .. [3x1:ended Func1:ions.

3. Type page number and press EtmlmJl in response to:

Page NUMber 1:0 Save?

4. If the page you are saving is an edited version of an existing page the system will
display:

Tha1: page exis1:s - OK 1:0 replace i1:?

Type Yand press Em.
The edited page will be saved and the original page will become page 200 .

CURSOR MOVEMENTS •
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MOVE

Up

Down

Left

Right

To beginning of line

To end of line

To left margin

To right margin

To top of page

To bottom of page

To end of text

PRESS

and t

and

and +-

and -+

A

E

G

H

T

B •



•

•

DELETING CHARACTERS

1. Load Program Master Diskette.

2. Insert work diskette containing text.

3. Type S and press EIDJimI in response to:

I ec"t DocuMen"t .. [!Ir-ea"te DocUMen"t .. or-
Disk (!J"t iii "ti e s .

4. Type document name and press

5. Type E and press El:I1!m:J1 in response to:

.. [3di"t or- dOCUMen"t?

6. Type R and press Etmcml in response to:

[::Jew page .. [:lOdify page .. mecall page ..
page or- [3x"tended Func"t ions.

7. Type Y and press in response to:

OK "to r-ead over- cur-r-en-e page (Y.lN]?

This means that if the page on the screen has not been saved it will be deleted
from memory. If you want to save the page and have not done so, type Nand
then save the page in memory.

8. Type number of page you will want to recall and press EtmJimI in response
to:

Page NUMber- "to Recall?

9. Type M and press in response to:

[::Jew page .. [:lOdify page .. mecall page ..
page or- [3x"tended Func"t ions.

10. Position cursor either before or after character to be deleted.

12. Press BmI Z to restore deleted character(s) on one line.

11. Press EIDiEriImD to delete the character before the cursor.

• Press and EilillJ:tmD to delete the character after the cursor.
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PRINTING A DOCUMENT

1. Load Program Master Diskette.

2. Insert diskette with document to be printed.

3. Type S and press in response to the menu:

DocuMen1: .. [Brea1:e DocUMen1: .. or
Disk [!]1:i I i1:ies.

4. Type document name and press in response to:

En1:er dOCUMen1: naMe:
(Type RETURN 1:0 selec1: saMe dOCUMen1:)

5. Type P and press in response to:

.. [idi1: or E[iase dOCuMen1:?

6. Type the page(s) to be printed and press titil1il;ll' in response to:

En1:er f i rS1:page .. I aS1:page .. or :
Pages 1:0 pr i n1:

•

•
7. Type Y or N and press !EmIlI:! in response to:

Double coluMn prin1: (Y/N)?

18 LessonOne Workbook

8. Press Etmlmll when printer is on and paper is in position.

•



• REVIEW EXERCISE

For this exercise you will Create, Store, and then Recall a document to correct any
typing errors. At the moment, the Word Processing program is loaded and the Edit
Options Menu is on the screen.

1. Press D twice to return to the very first menu.

DOCUMen1: .. [Brea1:e DocuMen1: .. or
Disk [!l1:i 1 i1:ies

2. Create the following document using the summary sheet on page 15. Name the
document REVIEW1. Be sure to type the paragraph as it is.

All act!aty takes place from the cursor position. The cursor moves
from le"t't to right across the screen as you enter text. To position
the cursor any8re on the scr@ you can use the CTRL key and the
directional 0ws or the CTRL key in conjunction with other letter
keys.

4. Recall the page from the diskette using your summary sheet.

3. Save the document. Use the summary sheet as a guide. The reason you save a
document before making corrections is to avoid accidentally erasing and losing
the page.

• 5. Correct the

6. Save the corrected page.

7. Print the corrected page.

and any additional ones you made using
rmmIlm:E1

•

8. Remove the diskette from the disk drive.

9. Turn off all equipment.

Compare your printout with the one below.

All activity takes place from the cursor position. The cursor moves
from left to right across the screen as you enter text. To position
the cursor anywhere on the screen you can use the CTRL key and the
directional arrows or the CTRL key in conjunction with other letter
keys.

Now, go on to Lesson Two in your workbook.
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•

•
LOADING THE
PROGRAM
MASTER
DISKETTE

2
LESSON TWO WORKBOOK

This lesson will describe how to:

• Move the viewing window
• Delete words and lines of text
• Use the Page Layout Control Display
• Format text

To accomplish these operations, you must first load the Word Processing program.
Use the following guide to load the program.

1. Turn power to ON only for the
• Television/monitor
• Disk drive (red light comes on)
• Interface module (red light comes on)

2. Insert the Program Master Diskette into the disk drive, after the disk drive BUSY
light goes out.

3. Close the disk drive door.

4. Turn computer power to ON (red light under key comes on).

•
SELECTING
A DOCUMENT

5. Remove program Master Diskette from the disk drive and return to the protec-
tive cover, after the menu appears on the screen and the disk drive BUSY light
goes off.

Now take your Training Data Diskette and insert it into the disk drive. You are ready
to begin Lesson Two.

The first thing you will do in this lesson is work with a prestored, two-page docu-
ment titled TRNG1. To work with any stored material you must read a copy of the
document from the diskette onto the screen using recall. Turn on the tape and fol-
low the instructions for selecting this document.

Retrieving or recalling a document from a diskette involves telling the system what
document and what particular page of that document you want brought to the
screen. This is called selecting a document. It is a very simple procedure using the
same menus you used to create a document in Lesson One. To select a document:

1. Load the Program Master Diskette.

2. Insert the diskette containing the document, in this case your backup Train-
ing Data Diskette.
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3. Type S and press in response to the menu prompt:

DOCUMen1: .. [Brea1:e DocuMen1: .. or
Disk [!]1:i I i1:ies.

The system responds with:
En1:er dOCUMen1: naMe
(Type RETURN 1:0 selec1: saMe dOCUMen1:)

4. Type the document name on the document list on the
screen. In this case TRNG1. Press.

5. The system now asks:

.. [idi1: .. or E[jase docuMen1:?

6. Type E for edit and press EEE•. The system responds with another menu
question.
!:lew page .. (:lodifY page .. [Decal I page ..

page .. [iX1:ended Func1: ions

7. Type Rfor Recall page and press . If you have nothing in memory (on
the screen) to work with you must recall the page first.

The following question now appears in the menu line.
OK 1:0 read over cur-r-en-t page (Y.lN)?

8. Type Y for yes and press
The following question now appears in the menu line.

Page nUMber 1:0 recall?

9. Type the appropriate page number, in this instance 1, then press M;!jliW-.
The system will find the page on the diskette and bring a copy of it to the
screen. At the same time the menu will reappear:

!:lew page .. (:lodifY page .. [Decal I page ..
page .. [ix1:ended Func1:ions

Now determine what you want to do with the page. To edit you must type M
for Modify and press . You can move the viewing window without
typing M.

10. Type M and pressEe.

•

•

•



•
WINDOW
MOVEMENT

The viewing window allows you to read a portion of a page that has been recalled or
that is being entered. The window covers an area 20 lines long and 40 characters
wide. In order to read and edit the entire page, the window must be moved.

The window can be moved right or left one character at a time, up or down one line
at a time, or it can be moved quickly (scrolled) in any direction.

•

TO MOVE WINDOW

Right
Left
Down
Up

TO SCROLL

Right
Left
Down
Up

Remember, when using the
same time press the other key.

ENTER

and type R
and type L
and type D
and type U

ENTER

and press
and press mil
and type Q
and type V

key, you must hold down and at the

•

To see the relationship between the viewing window and the page of text in
memory you must press , which is a yellow key located on the bottom right
side of the keyboard. Page Layout Control display will appear on the screen
when is pressed. To switch back to the page of text in memory press

is also a yellow key on the right side of the keyboard.

When moving the viewing window the cursor always stays at the very top, very bot-
tom, far left, or far right of the screen, depending on the direction you are moving.

EXERCISE: WINDOW MOVEMENTS

This brief exercise will help you become familiar with the various window
movements and the Page Layout Control display.

1. Press mIDI. The Page Layout Control display (Figure 2-1) will appear on the
screen .
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As you can see from the illustration the Page Layout Control c'ontains two main 
parts, the display and the information lines. The display provides a graphic 
representation of the viewing window (condensed yellow line) and the page of 
text as it is stored (wider lines). The white brackets represent the left and right 
margins as they are set below. The information lines, which will be covered later 
in this lesson, contain all the page layout parameters. 

Figure 2-1 Page Layout Control: Window Movements 

2. Move the window down four lines. Press the Bm1 , type D. 

3. Move the window right. Press &ml, and type R until the cursor position is at 
20. The status line will show the cursor's position. 

4. Scroll the window down to the bottom of the page. Press Bi3 type Q 
several times. Notice that the window stops on the last line of text on the page. 

5. Scroll the window up to the very top of the page. Press &ml and type V. 

6. Scroll to the right. Press emu and I1D simultaneously. Now, press emu 
and 1m again . 

Notice that the window moves outside your right margin. The window will move 
as far right as character position 121 to enable you to read wide documents. 

7. Scroll left. Press &ml and ICJ , until the window reaches the left margin. 

8. Press ED'l3 . The text will reappear on the screen. 

9. Repeat steps 1-7 with the text on the screen. 

What you will see will be the text moving-or appearing to move. The window is 
actually moving, but you cannot see it on your television screen as you can on 
the Page Layout Control display. 



•
BASIC EDITING One of the primary advantages of word processing is the ease with which text

can be edited. With five control characters: P, W, F,
&mlElIlI:lmEl, and X, you can delete any amount text on a page.

DELETING WORDS

Control P

Pressing and typing P simultaneously will delete the word prior to the cursor,
provided you are in the Modify mode. For instance, in the example below (this is not
the text on your screen)

A Word processor

if you press P, the word "word" will be deleted and the result will be:

•
'Lprocessor

Control W

To delete the next word or the word under which the cursor is positioned, press
and simultaneously type W. If the cursor is positioned anywhere in the word

or just prior to the first letter, as in the example below, W will delete the
word.

A Wo-:,.d processor

DELETING LINES

or tLWord processor

In addition to deleting words, you can delete an entire line or any part of a line.

Control F

You can delete text from the cursor to the end of a line by pressing
taneously typing F. Given the following:

and simul-

A Word processor_wi1:hou1: a display 1:ex1: MUS1: be

If you press F, the result will be:

•
A Word processor_

You can then retype the end of the sentence.

Control Delete Back S

To delete of a line from the cursor to the left margin you must press both &mI
and If you want to delete from the word
"without" to of the line, you can position the cursor as below and
press
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til word processor Wi1:hOU1:_a display 1:ex1: MUS1: be

The result will be:

_a d i sp I ay 1:ex1: MUS1: be

You can now insert a new beginning.

Control X

Pressing X deletes the entire line. If you position the cursor in the second line
of the paragraph, as in this example,

A word processor without a display text must be printed out to be

proofed for errors, just like with.Jlie tradrtional typewriter. These

systems generally use a tape or magnetic card for storing information.

•

A word processor without a display text must be printed out to be

systems generally use a tape ormagnetic card for storing information.

pressing X will result in this:

•
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If you delete a word or phrase by mistake, entering IilD Z will recall it just as it
recalls letters ... provided you haven't moved the cursor from the edited line (see
Lesson 1 page 26).

To delete (edit) a word or phrase you must first:

1. Load the Program Master Diskette.

2. Insert the diskette with the document to be edited in the disk drive.

3. Select the document.

4. Recall the page to be edited.

5. Enter Edit mode.

6. Select modify.

Only after these steps are completed can you use the control characters to delete
words or phrases in a stored document. They can also be used to correct errors as
you are typing a page. You have already done these steps, so now you can begin
editing.

•



•
EXERCISE: DELETING WORDS AND PHRASES

The following printout is a copy of the text you have in memory. You can now make
all the changes indicated in the copy. We have used two symbols to indicate
changes or edits.

Symbol Type of Edit

Delete character, word, or phrases.

A Insert character, word, or phrases.

First, look over the copy to see the changes, then turn on the tape for step-by-step in-
structions in the editing.

Word processing began when the Manual was introduced in

1 ni huni.".ir' t:·)(.is v DE..]..i e. v E.. :i·t [j I riD .1. t.. L -rOT t:. t. t of. j '_0 ")"1 1. Q

..ie)jit. t.J ti@)I'..I;1"Qti tbt E.Pi.

appeared in ttle

CM!?"t"")d"iCII:9 Ie.bbL' .3#

The first real word
)v

Th is Machine,

which used punched paper to store inforMation could be used to produce•
forM letters and contracts which cOMpanies used on a regular basis.

It was not until the fifties and sixties when the cost of sophisticated

e o t-r- cini cs uo rd pr' :i. r'I'] I' (,;'a 11 t.o ok off. f1 rs t,

re e l wClT'd that could arrr' o rnet a o n, allow th(0 1•• ·to

search for specific owol'c1<:; arld/or' and

using Magnetic tape. These tapes not stol'ed inforMation, but

could be erased and used for othel' dOCUMents. Wlthin ten after

the introduction of the Mag (Magnetic) card a new

had been born and over one hundred cOMPanies were producing wOl'd

processing of one Dr another.

The Most COMMon of wOl'd processing is the stand-alone,

•
such as the ATARI Word Pl'ocessor. The stand-alone word processor can

COMe in one of two forMS with a or without one •
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Editing TRNC1, Page 1

To make the changes indicated on the previous page, you must complete the steps
below:

•
1. Move the cursor down to the second line of text. Press

twice.
and press +

2. Move the cursor until it is positioned just before the letter "B" in Believe. Press
and -.

3. Delete all text from the cursor to the end of the line. Press

4. Move the cursor down to the next line of text. Press

, type F.

and +twice.

5. Delete the entire line. Press r type X.

7. Move the window to the right until the ends of the lines are in view. Press
, type R.

6. Move the cursor down to the next line. Press

8. Move the cursor to the right margin. Press
does not move the cursor.

and press +once.

r type H. Moving the window •
9. Move the cursor so that it is just after the 7 in 193075. Press and +-.

Instead of using Hand +- to position the cursor, you could have
moved the cursor to number 7 using only -

10. Press to remove the number 7.

11. Type in an apostrophe. It will be inserted between the 0 and the 5.

12. Move the cursor to the left margin. Press r type C.

13. Move the window down until the line that begins with the word "electronics" is
at the top of the screen. Press , type D.

14. Move the cursor right until it is just before the letter c in the word "came." Press
and -.
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15. Delete the word "came." Press r type W.

•



•
16. Remove the word "down." Press , type W again.

17. Insert the word "plummeted." Type plummeted. Pressthe space bar to create a
space between the word "plummeted" and the word "that."

18. Move the cursor down to the end of the line. Hold r press E.

19. Move the cursor down two lines of text until it is under the word "corrections."
Hold , press +.

20. Move the cursor so that it is between the R and the right arrow.

21. Delete the letter U and the >. Press ImlBiEBEJ twice.

22. Insert the letter "0." Type O.

24. Type S and press lIlmml to save the edited page.

[:Jew page.1 [IJOdi fy page.1 meca II page.1
page.1 [3X1:ended Func1: ions.•

23. Press to return to the menu. The following menu will appear:

•

If you do not save the page it will be erased from memory and the unedited
version will remain on the diskette. The system will respond with:

Page nUMber 1:0 save?

25. Type 1 and press EEEI. The system responds with:

Tha1: page exis1:s - OK 1:0 replace i1:?

This is another check or warning built into the system. If you don't want the
edited version to replace the original version on the diskette, type N for No, or
press and then save this page using a different page with the edited
page.

26. Type Y and press EEEI. The system saves the edited page as page 1.

Whenever you store one page over another, the system moves or stores the
original page as page 200. That page will remain page 200 until you store over
another page.
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Editing TRNG1, Page 2

You are now going to edit the second page of the document TRNG 1. The following
is a copy of that text. The corrections you're to make are indicated just as they were
on page 1, with one addition. When you see a capital letter with a diagonal line
drawn through it (Ia) you are to change the letter to lowercase. Look over the
changes and follow the directions on the next page.
The line position numbers have been included to make editing easier.

;v,..JII"
"P/WOl'd p I' without a d i. !;p 1 t.e xt, Must bE! p Y' :l'nt(;)d out to bf.!

o
PT'o,{f(;)d fOI' !!I'I'OY'S, jU!;;t likE! w:i.th thE! t.re d it.dori.a I t':lpewl'it!·)I'. Thf.!!;;f.!

S':lsteMs genel'all':l use a tape 01' Magnetic cal'd fol' stol'ing infol'Mation.

A wOl'd pl'oceSSOI' which displa':ls infol'Mation uses eithel' a CRT (Cathode

Ra'::! Tube), a l'egular television, 01' a video Monitol' fol' displa'::!ing

•

tel'MS. With such s'::!steMs all dOCUMents al'e t,::!ped, edited, fOI'Mstted,

is used to print out final 01' hard cop'::!, as it is called in wOl'd Pl'ocessing

i.nfOT'Mation as it. is; 'Jnij ir:fCJT "m,I, :lH?F tt.ue

fl'oM i ca 11 '::! a Sf.!P e r-

IVi.J,.l !!t I' i e ved
pri n t e r- which

•and laid out on the screen before the'::! are actual I'::! Pl'inted

out. Such s'::!steMs can be instl'ucted to change the nUMbel' of lines

pel' page, add headel's to each page of text and to nUMbel' the pages

autoMaticall':l. SOMe s'::!steMs offel' a full SCl'een displa,::! and othel's

offer what is known as a window displs'::!.

A full SCT'f.!(,!n d:i.!:;pla'::! shows page or a port aon o f

fl'OM left to l'ight Margin. A window displs'::! allows tha user to see

a pOl'tion of a page as it is stol'ed in MeMOI''::!. These s'::!steMs have

been found to ease the task of editing 01' Making changes, and the,::!

al'e usuall'::! siMpler to learn since the,::! offel' instructions each step

of the lola'::!. The ATARI Word Processol' is a s,::!steM with

a window displa'::!.
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•

1. Type Rand press E[ii!m:J1 in response to menu question: (Menu is on screen)

[:Jew page .. [;]odify page .. rnecall page ..
page .. [ilX'tended Func'tions

The system responds with:

OK 'to read over cur-r-en-e page (Y.lN]?

2. Type Y and press . Since the corrected version of page 1 was saved, it
can be deleted from memory. The system next asks:

Page nUMber 'to recall?

3. Type 2 and press . The system brings page 2 to the screen and the
Edit Options Menu reappears.

[:Jew page .. [;]Odify page .. rnecall page ..
page .. [ilX'tended Func't ions.

4. Type M and press E[ii!m:JI. The Modify option must be selected to insert or
delete text.

5. Move the cursor down to the first line of text, line 3, using

6. Insert the word "With" at the beginning of the line. Type the word With. Then
press the space bar to create a space between the word "With" and the article
"A."

7. Change the "A" from upper- to lowercase. Press , type C.
C can be used to change an uppercase or capital letter to lowercase or a

lowercase letter to uppercase.

8. Move the cursor down to line 5. Press and

9. Move the cursor left and position it between the letter "0" and the letter "f" in
the word "proffed." Press and +-.

10. Delete the first letter "f." Press and 1mi!ii:ESB
11. Insert another letter "0." Type an o. The letter will be inserted between the let-

ters "0" and "f."

12. Move the cursor down to line 13. Press and

13. Move the cursor right until it is positioned before the letter "a" in the word
"and." Press and -+.

•
14. Delete the phrase "and information that is." Press

times.
, and type W four
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15. Insert the word "or" after the word "keyboarded." Type or, then press the space
bar to add a space between the words "or" and "retrieved."

•
16. Move the cursor to the beginning of the line. Press

17. Move the cursor down to line 15.

18. Position the cursor before the word "This." Hold

, type A.

, press--.

19. Delete the word "This." Press , type W

20. Insert the word "These" before the word "systems." Type These, then press the
space bar to create a space between "These" and "systems."

21. Move the window down as far as it will go. Press , type Q.

22. Move the cursor down to line 31. Press

23. Move the cursor to the
the word "and." Press

and

and position it between the letters "n" and "d" in
and --. •24. Delete the letter "d" in the word "and." Press and

25. Press to return to menu.

26. Type S and press EmD in response to menu:
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[:::Jew page .. [:jOdify page .. [Decal I page ..
page .. [3X1:ended Func1:ions

The system responds with:

Page nUMber 1:0 save?

27. Type 2 and press ElDm::ll. The system responds with:

Tha1: page exis1:s - OK 1:0 replace i1:?

28. Type Y and press corrected page will be saved as page 2, and
the original page 2 page 200. The menu will reappear:

[:::Jew page .. [:jodify page .. [Decal I page ..
page .. [3x1:ended Func1:ions

Now let's see what this two-page document looks like. You are going to print out
both pages. •



•
Printing the Edited Document

To print both pages, follow the procedure below:

1. Press . To print you must return to the previous menu. The
returns you to the prior menu. The menu that appears is:

i n"t .. rid i"t .. or E[jiaSe doCUMen"t?

always

•

•

Page 2 will still be on the screen since it is in memory. The last page you worked
with will always remain on the screen until you create a new page or recall an
existing page.

2. Type P and press 1E!m1ml1 in response to this menu. The system displays the
following question:

En"ter f i rS"tpage .. I as"tpage .. or r:]11 :
Pages "to pr i not

All the pages in the document are listed below the menu line.

3. Type 1, 2 and press 1El'D!J1!1
You can request consecutive by entering the first and last pages in the
series. These must be a comma. In this instance you could also
type A and press since you are requesting all the pages. Entering A
does not result in page 200 being printed. In either case the system will ask:

DOUble coluMn prin"t tV/N)?

4. Type N and press . The first page to be printed will be brought to the
screen. The following message also appears:

POS i"t i on paper .. "type RETURN when ready.

Turn on your printer, load and position your paper.

5. Press when you are ready to print this page.
The page will print. When the first page is completed the second page will be
brought to the screen and the message will reappear:

Pos i"t i on paper .. "type RETURN when ready.

Insert your next sheet of paper.

6. Press El'D1mI1 when you are ready to pri nt the second page. When the second
page printing, the printer will stop and the following menu will ap-
pear:

.. [idiot or E\JIase dOCUMen"t?

Your printout should look like those on the next two pages. If they are not exactly
alike, don't worry. Varying spacing between words and sentences can alter line
lengths, making your document slightly dissimilar to the example.
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Notice that these pages do not have a truly professional appearance. Paragraphs are
not indented or spaced far enough apart to clearly distinguish them as paragraphs.
The margins are not even and neither is the length of the pages. This is not unusual.
All text is first entered, edited, and saved. The text is then formatted or laid out ac-
cording to guidelines you set. Formatting includes adjusting the margins, the spac-
ing between the paragraphs, the paragraph indenting, and line spacing.

To format this document, turn on the tape and follow the audio instructions.

Word processing began when the Manual was introduced in

the nineteen hundreds.

The first real word processor appeared in the 1930's. This Machine.

which used punched paper to store inforMation could be used to produce

forM letters and contracts which COMPanies used on a regular basis.

It was not until the fifties and sixties the cost of sophisticated

electronics plUMMeted that word processing took off. The first

real word processor that could store inforMation. allow the user to

search for specific characters, words and/or phrases and Make corrections

using Magnetic tape. These tapes not stored inforMation, but

could be erased and used for other dOCUMents. Within ten after

the introduction of the Mag (Magnetic) card a new

had been born and over one hundred COMpanies were producing word

processing of one or another.

The Most COMMon of word processing is the stand-alone.

such as the AlARI Word Processor. The stand-alone word processor can

COMe In one of two forMS with a or without one.
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Wlth a word processor without a text Must be printed out to be

proofed for errors, just like wlth the traditional These

sssteMs use a tape or Magnetic card for storing inforMation.

A word processor which inforMation uses either a CRT (Cathode

Tube). a regular television. or a video Monitor for

inforMation as it is or retrieved

frOM storage. These have a separate printer which

is used to print out final or hard as it is called in word processing

terMS. With such all docuMents are edited. forMatted.

and laid out on the screen before are printed

out. Such can be instructed to change the nUMber of lines

per page. add headers to each page of text and to nUMber the pages

SOMe offer a full screen and others

offer what is known as a window

A full screen shows an entire page or a portion of a page

frOM left to right Margin. A window allows the user to see

a portion of a page as it is stored in These have

been found to ease the task of editing or Making changes. and

are siMpler to learn since offer instructions each step

of the The ATARI Word Processor is a stand-alone with

a window •
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• Line

• Indent

FORMATTING
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When you format a page or a document, you instruct the system to layout the text
so that it falls within the parameters or settings in the information lines on the Page
Layout Control display (Figure 2-2).

Figure 2-2 Page Layout Control: Formatting

The information lines contain four different types of settings: Margins, Spacing, Page
Size, and Tabs.

1. Margin settings are fairly easy to understand. They include:

• Top
• Left
•. Right

Any number of spaces can be used for margin settings.

2. Spacing also includes three parameters.

This determines the number of lines that will be advanced after
each line of text in a paragraph.

• Paragraph This determines how many blank lines will be inserted between
each paragraph.

This tells the system the number of spaces to indent the first line
of each paragraph.

As with the margin settings, any number can be used for these settings.

3. Page size is a line with choices that affect how much text will be on a printed
page.

•

•

•



•
• Page Size

• CPI
(Characters
Per Inch)

• Just
(Justification)

This is the number of lines you want on a page. For an 8V2 x
11 sheet of paper this cannot exceed 66 lines. For an 8V2 x 14
sheet of paper this cannot exceed 84 lines.

This tells the system how the document should be printed.
The system offers 10 cpi, 16.78 (displayed as 16), or propor-
tional spacing (PS).

This tells the system whether or not the text is to be spaced so
that all line endings are uniform. Justification is either on or
off. Justification must be off when you use special character
inserts and proportional spacing on the ATARI 825 Printer.

•

•

4. Tab settings instruct the system where to move the cursor each time the _
key is pressed. Tabs can be set at any position for left, right or decimal tabs. A
maximum of 15 tabs can be set using the Page Layout Control display.

To change any setting you enter the letter shown in inverse video which corre-
sponds to the setting and . The system will then ask for the number of the
setting. For justification CPI, entering the letter changes the setting. Pressing J
will switch justification on and off. In the case of CPI, typing C will cycle the current
setting to the next value in the sequence: e.g., PS to 10, 10 to 16, 16 to PS. Each time
you type C the number will change.

Formatting TRNG1 with the following margins, Left 10 and Right 70, requires these
steps.

1. Type E and press EtmlmJl in response to menu:

i n't .. [3d i 't .. or EliiIase docuMen't?

The system will request:

r:Jew page .. [;]OdifY page .. mecall page ..
page .. [3x'tended Func'tions

2. Type R and press EtmlmJl. The system responds with:

OK 'to read over cur-r-en-e page (Y/N]?

3. Type Y and press EtI1!cml. The system next asks:

Page NUMber 'to Recall?

4. Type 1 and press . Page2 will be removed from the screen (memory)
and a copy of page 1 will be brought to the screen. The Edit Options Menu
then reappears.

r:Jew page .. [;]OdifY page .. mecall page ..
page .. [3x'tended Func'tions
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5. Press . The Page Layout Display (Figure 2-1) appears, with the follow-
ing settings.

6. Type L for left margin and press Mjlii'iWM .The system responds with:

New lef't Margin:

7. Type 10 and press . The white bracket representing the left margin
moves to the right and number 10 appears next to the word "Left." At the
same time the Page Layout Control message reappears in the menu line.

•

•
8. Type R for right margin and press

New righ't Margin:

EDiDI. The system responds with:
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9. Type 70 and press Mjiill'iWM. The white bracket representing the margin
moves to the right and the number 70 appears next to the word "Right." You
can now format the page.

10. Press 1D1D. The first page of the document appears on the screen with the
Edit Options Menu in the menu line.

11. Type E and press M;ljilWM. A new menu appears:

•



ErDImlI. The system responds with:

•

•

12. Type F and press _;!iIlUa:•. The following prompt appears on your screen:

For this document you can either type the number 2 to format the page or the
number 7 to format the entire document. The difference between the two is
that the Format Document option saves the formatted material over the
original text, while a formatted page is not saved unless you do so asa separate
operation. Also, number 2 formats only one page at a time.

13. Type 7 and press

Are YOU sure?

This is another of the system's checks. If you do not want the formatted docu-
ment saved over the original, type N and then format each page separately.

14. Type Y and press The system next asks:

•

De-pagina1:e docUMen1: 1:oo? (Y/N)

15. Type N and press _iPjli@' . This document has not been paginated so this
does not apply here. (Pagination will be covered in Lesson 3.)
The system removes the page from the screen and rewrites the page paragraph
by paragraph. The system recognizes a paragraph by a right triangle When
typing text a _;jiUI!;!:, is used to mark or terminate the end of a paragraph.
The symbol appears at that time.
When the entire page has been formatted, the first line of text will be on the
top screen. The page will then be read into memory as page 1. Next, page 2
will be brought to the screen, formatted, and saved. Notice the difference in
position of the text in the viewing window.
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When the entire document is formatted the following menu reappears:

.. [iorMa1: .. i]ex1: MeMOry ..
You should print the document to see the results. However, this print option
only prints what is presently in memory (on the screen). If you type P, only
page 2 will print. Therefore, you must go back through the menus.

•
16. Press twice. The following menu appears:

i n1: .. IlId i 1: or Ec.ase docuMen1:?

17. Type P and press EIBm•. The system asks:

En1:er f i rS1:page .. I aS1:page .. or :
Pages 1:0 PI" i n1:

18. Typel,2andpress EtmrJ:Il. The system responds:

DEFAULTS
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Double coluMn prin1: (V.lN?)

19. Type N and press . A copy of the first page requested will be brought
to the screen and the system instructs:

Pos i 1:i on paper .. 1:ype RETURN when ready.

Turn the printer on and load your paper.

20. Press M;iiiiW-. The first page will print and then the system will stop to allow
you to position paper for the next page. When ready, press MjiiiiW_ again.

Your final copy should look like the copy on the following pages.

The settings in the information lines on the Page Layout Control display are preset
on all new diskettes. These standard settings are:

If you do not specify different margins, line spacing, and so forth your page or docu-
ment will be formatted using these settings.

•

•



•
Word processing began when the Manual was

Th£! fir;;it re a I

word processor appeared in the 1930's. This Machine, which

used punched paper to store inforMation could be used to

ppoduce forM letters and contracts which cOMpanies used on

It was not until the fifties and sixties

•

•

when the cost of sophisticated electronics plUMMeted that

word processing took off. The first real word

processor that could store inforMation. allow the user to

search for specific characters, words and/or phrases and

Make corrections using Magnetic tape. These tapes not

stored inforMation, but could be erased ahd used for other

docuMents. Within ten after the introduction of the

Mag (Magnetic) card a new had been born

and over one hundred cOMPanies were producing word

The Most COMMon of word processing is the

stand-alone, such as the ATARI Word Processor. The

stand-alone word processor can COMe in one of two forMs

with a or without one •
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With a word processor without a text Must be

printed out to be proofed for errors, Just like wIth the

Monitor for inforMation as it is or

separate printer which is used to print out final or hard

as it is called in word processing terMs. With such

laid out on the screen before are printed

out. Such can be instructed to change the nUMber of

per page, add headers to each page of text and to

nUMber the pages SOMe offer a full

screen and others offer what is known as a window

d :i. 1

A full screen shows an entire page or a portion

of a page frOM left to right Margin. A window

allows the user to see a portion of a page as it is stored

of editing or Making changes, and are siMPler

to learn since offer instructions each step of the

The ATARI Word Processor is a stand-alone with

a window

•

•

•
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REVIEW

Let's take a minute to review what you have done. First you recalled a prestored doc-
ument and practiced moving the viewing window. Then you edited each page. This
resulted in uneven lines, blank spaces in the text, etc., which typically happens
when you make changes. You then formatted both pages so they would have cer-
tain spacing and fall within specified margins. This was done using the Page Layout
Control display. Both pages were saved and printed.

A note about page layout. You can set your spacing, your margins, page size, and
the like when you are creating a document or just before you format it. Even if you
make these settings when you first type the document, the pages must be formatted
for it to conform to these. Only your line spacing and your margins will be followed
during the creation of a document.

We've discussed a lot of new information in this lesson. The next few pages summar-
ize window movements, how to make deletions, and how to format documents.
Read these over and then complete the Review Exercise.
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SUMMARY

WINDOW MOVEMENTS

The viewing window can be moved left or right one character position at a time, up
or down one line at a time, and it can be scrolled in any direction.

•
To Move Window Enter
Right BmJ and type R

Left and type L

Down and type D

Up and type U

To Scroll Enter

Right and press

Left and press

Down and type Q •Up BmJ and type V

DELETIONS

Letters
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To delete

Letter before the cu rsor

Letter after the cursor

Words

To delete

Previous word

Current word

Lines

To delete

An entire line

From cursor to end of line

From cursor to beginning of line

Enter

Emil and press i·'ij'iij=t,W¥j

Enter

and type P

and type W

Enter

and type X

and type F

and press EiDElmD •



•

•

FORMATTING A DOCUMENT

1. Load Program Master Diskette.

2. Insert diskette with document to be formatted.

3. Type S and press Elm:E in response to menu question:

DocuMen"t .. [irea"te DocuMen"t .. or
U"tili"ties.

4. Type document name and press ErDrtml in response to:

En"ter dOCUMen"t naMe:
(Type RETURN "to selec"t saMe dOCUMen"t]

5. Type E and press EmD in response to the menu:

i n"t .. [3d i"t or El:M3se doCuMen"t?

6. Type R and press EmU in response to the menu:

l:]ew page .. [:jodify page .. rnecall page ..
page .. [3x"tended Func"t ions

7. Type Y and press ElmU in response to the question:

OK "to read ouer cur-r-en-e page (Y/N]?

8. Type page number and press ErDrtml in response to:

Page NUMber "to Recall?

9. Press to call up Page Layout Control.

10. Change settings, if necessary.

11. Press to bring text back to screen.

•

12. Type E and press ErDIlmI in response to menu;

l:]ew page .. [:jod i f y page .. rne Ca II page ..
page .. [3x"tended FunC"tions

13. Type F and press mm:E in response to menu:

14. 2 to format the page or 7 to format the entire document and press

15. Save page(s) after formatting. If the entire document was formatted, it was
automatically saved over the original text.
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REVIEW EXERCISE You are going to select the two-page document TRNG2 and edit it. The next pages
contain a copy of the document with the corrections noted.

The general steps are as follows:

1. Select the document TRNG2.

2. Enter Edit.

3. Recall page 1.

4. Select Modify. You must be in Modify to make any changes.

5. Make all the changes on page 1 of the document as indicated. Refer to the
summaries of window movements, cursor movements, and deleting
characters.
Note: As you move the window down to line position 26, notice the boxes at
the left margin before and after the heading. These boxes, called line termina-
tors, create blank lines which will not be lost or removed when you format the
document. These were inserted by pressing and typing J. When typing
you can also terminate a line (move the cursor to next line) using 0,
which, unlike J, does not prevent lines from being

Notice that the heading is displayed in inverse video. This means that it will be
underscored on the printout. Underscoring can be done in one of two ways .
• Press the a key, then type. Everything entered will appear in inverse

video and will be underlined when printed. Press the key again to stop
underscori ng
or

• Type the text. Position cursor under the first letter, pressliDland type 1for
each letter to be underscored. 1can be used to remove underscoring
previously entered. Just position cursor at the character you want to
change from inverse video and press I.

6. Save the edited page as page 1.

7. Recall page 2.

8. Make the one correction needed.

9. Save the edited page as page 2.

•

•

10. Press to call up the Page Layout Control.
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11. Change the following settings:
Left margin: 10
Right margin: 70
CPI: PS

Leave the remaining settings as they are.

12. Format the document using these settings. •
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When ATARI made its revolutionary breakthroug h in the amusement industry
in 1972, it was PONG R, the sound of which was heard 'round the world.
Like all of ATARI's subsequent video games, PONG was an electronic
video game in which semiconductor logic circuits were used to generate
images displayed on a video screen.
Since its start in 1972, ATARI has grown into a company with about 0,./
3,000 employees. ATARI's HI !lei ale raelihlliE!s aRe e;iOl'jiIiil'iiltii lmadit",a.i'te,.e; • J J 4M1.
are located in Sunnyvale, California. A ..... .. ",
Today, ATARI's three principal classes of products include coin-operated
games, consumer games and personal computers.
ATARI's coin-operated games are self-contained units designed for
placement in bowling alleys.arcades, hotel lobbies, and similar locations.
ATARI's consumer video game products are functionally similar eei" ii!"et ...teel .....
giilf'M!'!! but are designed to be used with the player's television set.
The hand-held electronic games formerly made by ATARI,.tilized the
same technology as the arcade and home video games, yet tRey were
compact units that fit into a pocket or palm of a hand and can be
carried anywhere.
ATARI's personal computers, like the consumer video games, are designed C2 _

for use with the owners television set. Unlike the they
are fully programmable and can be used to store and re rieve information
of the owner's own choosing.

ATARI INC. SUBSIDIARY OF WARNER COMMUNICATIONS INC.

In October 1976, ATARI became a subsidiary of Warner Communications,
Inc•. s engaged in the communications and entertainment businesses •
tnrough operations in ut!!@!),e1!S flill:lsie,fMeI!ie: pie!u, \!5 I!t' >X:c.
and television, cable communications, toys and electronic games,video ..
cassettes and video discs, and sports. f )

ATARI opened the door of a new marketplace in 1975 when it developed
the home version of PONG. Two years later, a new innovative consumer
product was born, the Video Computer System [TMJ, a programmable unit
for which 3:3Game Program[TMJ cartridges have been developed, with
even more on the drawing boards. Included in the cartridges are games
which appeal to all segments of the marketplace.

PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ATARI unveiled its new ATARI 40l)[TMJ and ATARI 800[TMJ Personal Computer
Systems at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show in January 1979.
These personal computers are designed to accommodate the needs of people
with no prior computer familia·rity, as well as, those with experience
and more sophisticated needs and requirements.
Both the ATARI 400 and 800 systems allow the consumer to utilize

of the computer revolution in their homes and offices
affordable price.
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13. Print the formatted document and compare it with that on the next two pages.
When you are finished, remove your Training Data Diskette and turn off your
entire system.

When ATARI made its revolutionary breakthrough in the amusement industry in
1972, it was PONG R, the sound of which was heard 'round the world. Like all of
ATARI's subsequent video games, PONG was an electromc video game in which
semiconductor logic circurts were used to generate images displayed on a video
screen.

Since its start in 1972, ATARI has grown into a company with about 3,000
employees. ATARI's world headquarters and some manufacturing Facrlrties are
located in Sunnyvale, Califorma.

Today, ATARI's three principal classes of products include ccm-operateo games,
consumer games anc personal computers.

ATARI's ccin-operateo games are self-contained umts deslgned for placement 1Ii
bowling allays.arcadas , hotel lobbies, and similar locations.

ATARI's consumer video game products are functionally sarm Iav but are designed
to be used with the player's teleVlsion set.

The hand-held electromc games formerly made by ATARI utilizeC:: the same
technology as the arcade and home video games, yet they were compact units that fit
into a pocket or palm of a hand and can be carried anywf'",ere.

ATARI's personal computers, like the consumer video games, are designed for
use with the owners talevraicn set. Unlike the games they" are fully programmable
and can be used to store and retrieve lIiformation of the owner's own choosing.

ATARI INC! SUBSIDIARY OF HARNER COHMUNICATIONS INC.

In October 1976, ATARI became a subsrdiary of Warner Cornrnurucaticns, Inc.
which is engaged in the communications and entertainrnent busmesses throuqh
operations in various aspects of the entertainment industry, cable commumcations,
toys and electronic games,video cassettes and video discs, and sports.

ATARI opened the door of a new marketplace in 1975 when it developed the home
version of PONG. Two years later, a new innovative consumer product was born, the
Video Computer System [THJ, a programmable unit for which 38 Game Program[TMJ
cartridges have been developed, with even more on the drawmg boards. Included in
the cartridges are games wrucn appeal to all segments of the marketplace.

PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ATARI unveiled its new ATARI 400[TMJ and ATARI 800CTMJ Personal Computer
Systems at the Winter Consumer Electromcs Show in January 1979. These personal
computers are designed to accommodate the needs of people with no prior computer
familiarity, as well as, those wlth expenence and more sophisticated needs and
requirements.

Both the ATARI 400 and 800 systems allow the consumer to utilize the benefits
of the computer revolution in their homes and offices at an affordable prrce-
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LOADING THE
PROGRAM
MASTER
DISKETTE:
A REVIEW

PAGINATING

3
LESSON THREE WORKBOOK

This lesson will discuss how to:

• Paginate a document

• Search for and replace specific words

• Delete text

• Move a block of text

Before you can begin the lesson, you must load the Word Processor program. This
time try to load the program on your own. If you forget a step, refer to the following
summary.

1. Turn power to ON only for the

• Television/monitor
• Disk drive
• Interface module

2. Insert the Word Processor program diskette into the disk drive, after the BUSY
light goes off.

3. Close the disk drive door.

4. Turn the computer power to ON.

5. Remove the Word Processor program diskette from the disk drive after the
menu appears on the screen and the disk drive BUSY light goes off. Return the
diskette to its protective cover.

Once the program is loaded, insert your backup Training Diskette into the disk
drive.

A multipage document once edited and formatted must be paginated. There are
two reasons for this: appearance and the difference between a page of text in
memory and the printed page.

APPEARANCE

A multipage document looks better and more professional if all the pages are
uniform in length and have the same top and bottom margins (Figure 3-1). In the
case ofTRNG1, which is a two-page document, it would look better if page 1 were
the same length or longer than page 2, rather than shorter as it is now.
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PAGINATIONCHANGESTHIS:

OTHER TECHNICAL ISSUES
IN ACCOUNTING
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Figure 3-1 Paginating Text

A PAGE

A page as it is stored on diskette is not necessarily the same as a printed page. You
can type 100 lines of text and save them as one page. However, you could not print
this page on one sheet of paper. Pagination will break this text into several pages of
equal length (Figure 3-2) according to the page length specified in the Page Layout
Control parameters. •



•
PAGINATION CHANGES A PAGE IN MEMORY WHICH HAS TOO MANY LINES TO FIT
ON A SHEET OF PAPER:

OTHER TECHNICAL ISSUES
IN ACCOUNTING

Thi, .. g'"'' you an elem"nt.<y QVl''''''W of "«Qunt,ng dnd hn ..nn,,1
..naly",_", ,,,Ia'ed to the {apabiliti'" of you. ATARI ACCOUNTANT Th..
'upplem"ntdryinfo,mduonpre,entedbelowi,.p.,ti.ll"tingandbridn..fini

"'echnlcal"' Mea, Ih.., yOu andior you, .'Ulun,,,nl may n....d

• TO THIS:

l .... ' ..' Me ..W.."'".. nh '" uw land, buoldlng" equIpment, and o,h .. , il"m, in
,,,,u,n '0' 'emal pdym"nl,. If .. I... ,,, ag,eem..,,! m.... h " ..,t.,nnit"". und .. ,
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,., '"""' ' ,m""",,

"'" """"".

''''''"''''''''0

PAGE 1

PAGE IN MEMORY

"'0"""

OTHER TECHNICAL ISSUES
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•
Figure 3-2 Page in Memory vs Printed Page

Pagination is a Format option which should always be done after a document has
been edited and formatted.
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The instructions below will guide you through paginating the document TRNG1,
which you edited and formatted in Lesson Two.

Before you can paginate you must do several things, all of which are familiar to you:

• Select the document TRNG1.

• Choose Edit.

• Recall page 1.

When page 1 is on the screen the following menu appears:

l::]ew page .. [IJOd i f Y page .. IDeca II page ..
page .. [!X'tended Func't ions.

1. Type Eand press Milj;iiii:' . Pagination is a Format option. In order to access
these you must select Extended Functions. The following menu appears:

.. [iorMa't .. iiex't MeMory ..

2. We are going to reformat the page.
a. Press ED!iI .The PageLayout Control appears.
b.. Reset the top margin to 5.

The top margin is adjusted just before you paginate a document. This
determines where the first line of text will be printed on each page.

The page size and CPI would also be changed at this time since they affect
the length of text. However, we are leaving them as they are.

c. Press mmI to return to the text and menu.

3. Type F and press E1BlIm]I. The Format options will come to the screen .

•

•

•



• 4. Enter 8 and Md§li@1 . The following question appears:

Do you wan1: page head i ngs?
The system is asking whether or not you want to add text, such as a title, date,
version number, and the like at the top of each page. (This will be covered later
in this lesson.)

5. Type N and press ELmtlI3I. After you return the system will ask:

En1:er nUMber of f irs1: page:

In this case it is page 1. The system asks for the first page number since the
document may begin with any page number.

•
6.

7.

Type 1 and press . The system will next ask:
ReMove 0 I d head i ngs?

Type N and press IEmlI:l1

There are no headings in this document to remove, therefore N is the appro-
priate answer. The system then responds with a question and all the settings
that relate to page size.

Are you sure?
Ready 1:0 pagina1:e dOCUMen1:

Top Margin: 5
No page head i ngs
Old headings wi II n01: be reMoved
Firs1: page nUMber is J.
Page size is 52

It is important to review all the settings on the screen before you enter Y for
yes. The number of lines in your top margin and the page size (number of lines
on a page) must not exceed the length of your paper (66 lines for 8 V2 x 11 inch
sheets, 84 lines for 8 V2 x 14 inch sheets).

•
8. Type Y and press EmD

The page will be brought to the screen and the text rearranged according to
the format instructions. Blank lines (in this case) will be inserted at the top.
These lines are indicated by boxes that will flash in the left margin.

The system will then move the cursor down to where the page break would
occur based on the top margin and the page size. It will beep and then ask:

Type RETURN when page break is OK
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9. Position cursor where you want the page break to occur.

The page break may be in the middle of a sentence, before the last sentence in
a paragraph, or it may be acceptable. If it is acceptable you press . If
the page break is not acceptable, move the cursor up or down to where you
would like it to break. In this case move the cursor down two lines to the end of
this paragraph.

10. Press 1E[I1!lmJI

A left parenthesis in inverse video t] will appear and mark the text that will be
moved to the next page. Then the page is saved over the original page 1. The
remaining text will be moved to the top of the next page and lines added to
create the top margin. Again, the system will stop where the page break is to
occur and request:

Type RETURN when page break is OK

11. The break occurs after the last line of text, therefore, a
I is all that is needed.

When pagination is complete the top of the second page will be on the screen
and the menu line will read:

You can now print the document. Since this Print option is only for text in
memory you must use I1B to go back to the menu:

.. [!di1: .. or E[ilase docUMen1:?

•

•

12. Press twice. (You will skip the Edit Options Menu.)
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13. Print the entire document. When you're finished, compare it to those on the
following pages.

TRNG1- PAGINATED

Your document should look like the following pages. If you had any difficulty
paginating, don't worry; the next exercise will give you more practice. •



•
Th.:' fi rst. ro e I

word processor appeared In {he 1930's. This Machine, which

used punched paper to store inforMation could be used to

produce forM letters and contracts which cOMpanies used on

It was not until the fifties and sixties

•

•

when the cost of sophisticated electronics pluMMeted that

word processing took off. The first real word

search for specific characters, words and/or phrases and

Make corrections using Magnetic tape. These tapes not

docuMents. Within ten after the introduction of the

stand-alone. such as the ATARI Word Processor. The

stand-alone word processor can COMe in one of two forMs

with a or without one.

With a word processor without a text Must be

pr'irlted (:)ut ·to be pr'c)o'fed 'P(JI' jL1s;t l:il(.e ttle

tY'ad:itj,c)[',ai I.Jse tape

or Magnetic card for storing inforMation.
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A word processor which inforMation uses either

a CRT (Cathode Tube), a regular television, or a video

Monitor for inforMation as it is or

retrieved froM storage. These have a

separate printer which is used to print out final or hard

as it is called in word processing terMs. With such

all dOCuMents are edited, forMatted, and

laid out on the screen before are printed

out. Such can be instructed to change the nUMber of

lines per page, add headers to each page of text and to

nUMber the pages SOMe offer a full

screen and others offer what is known as a window

•

A full screen shows an entire page or a portion

of a page froM left to right Margin. A window

allows the user to see a portion of a page as it is stored

in These have been found to ease the task

of editing or Making changes, and are siMpler

to learn since offer instructions each step of the

The d PT' o c.e s s o r- is a tand--a 1orie wi th

a window

•

•

•



•
HEADERS AND
PAGE NUMBERS

The system can add headers and page numbers to your document during pagina-
tion. A header is text such as a title, date, version, or number that appears on each
page of a document.

You are going to paginate the document TRNG2 and include a header and page
numbers. Almost all the steps will be identical to those you just completed in
paginating TRNG1.

Again, the first thing you must do is select the document TRNG2. Since you just
printed TRNG 1 the menu line on your screen should read:

.. [§Idi1: .. or ECiilase dOCUMen1:?

Press to return to the first menu which begins with Select Document. Then:
• Select TRNG2
• Choose Edit
• Recall page 1

When the page is on the screen the Edit Options Menu reappears.

1. Type E and press ErI1!m:JI. The following menu appears:

• 2. Press and bring the Page Layout Control display to the screen.

3. Reset the top margin to 5. This means that you will have five blank lines after
the heading.

4. Set page size to 48. This means that the system will start with the first line of text
and count all the lines, blank (including top margin) and with text, until it
reaches 48. It will then indicate that a page break will occur.

5. Press again to return to the text and the menu.

•

6. Type F and press EW!Im1I. The eight Format options will appear.

7. Type 8 (Paginate document) and press 1EW!Im1I. The following question ap-
pears in this menu line.
Do you wan1: page head i ngs?

8. Type Y and press EW!Im1I. The system now asks for the heading you want
added:
Heading:
Use II 1:0 represen1: page nUMber

You can add a header, a page number, or both to each page of the document.
Your header cannot exceed 30 characters.
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9. Type the header: HISTORY OF ATARI #. Press

The pound sign (#), located above the number 3 key, must be entered where
you want page numbers. You can enter the page number either before or after
your heading.

The following statement and alternatives will appear:
En't@r h@ading OP't i on:

1. H@adingsc@n't@r@d
2. H@adings on I@f't side of page
:3. H@adings on righ't side of page
4. AI't@rna't@ Sid@s .. s'tar't on I@f't
5. A I 't@rna't@ s i d@s .. s'tar't on r- i 9h't

As you can see, you can have the heading or page number printed almost
anywhere on the top of the page. Choices four and five may be used when
printing in the double-column format (two pages side by side on one sheet of
paper).

10. Type 3 and press EW!tI:l1
The heading alternatives will remain on the screen, but a new statement will
appear in the menu line.
En't@r nUMber of f irs't pag@:

You can have the page numbers begin with any number: your first page need
not be page 1. For example, if this were the second chapter of a report the first
page might be page 63.

11. Type 1 and press EtI:lc::JI. The next question that appears is:

R@MOV@ 0 I d h@adings?

If you were changing headings or page numbers you would have to erase the
existing headings. Otherwise the document would be stored and printed with
both headings. You do not have any headings to remove.

12. Type N and press The last question now appears on the screen
along with all the settings page size, headers, and page numbers.

Ar@ you sure?
R@ady 'to pagina't@ docuM@n't

Top Margin: 5
Page h@ading
His'tory of ATARJ: II
H@adings righ't al ign@d
Old headings wi II no-r b@ reMoved
F i rs't page nUMber is 1
Page size is 48

if the settings are not satisfactory you will have to type N, press
EW!c::J1 or just press and repeat the steps.

•

•

•



•

•

•

13. Type Y and press

The page will be removed from the screen and rewritten using the page size
specified on the Page Layout Control display. The cursor will move down the
left margin until it comes to the 48th line, the line at which the page break will
occur. The system will then emit a beeping sound and display the following:

Type RETURN when page break is OK

14. Move the cursor down and position it below the last line in the paragraph.

Toys and eleC1:ronic gaMeS",
1IJ ideo casse1:1:es and 1IJ ideo

The page will be saved as page 1. The second page will be brought to the
screen. The remaining text from page 1 will be added to the top of the page
and the procedure repeated. The system will again emit a beeping sound and
display:

Type RETURN when page break is OK

The page break occurs at the end of the page.

15. Press E[l!l:J:Il

Now print the entire document. Remember, you must use to go back
through the menu in order to do this. When the document is printed, compare
it with the pages that follow here.

HISTORY OF ATARI 1

When ATARI made its revolutionary breakthrough in the amusement industry in
1972, it was PONG R, the sound of which was heard 'round the world. Like all of
ATARI's subsequent video games, PONG was an electronic video game in which
semiconductor logic circuits were used to generate images displayed on a video
screen.

Since its start in 1972, ATARI has grown into a company with about 3,000
employees. ATARI's world headquarters and some manufacturing facilities are
located in Sunnyvale, California.

Today, ATARI's three principal classes of products include coin-operated games,
consumer games and personal computers.

ATARI's coin-operated games are self-contained units designed for placement in
bowling alleys,arcades, hotel lobbies, and similar locations.
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ATARI's consumer video game products are functionally similar but are designed
to be used with the player's television set.

The hand-held electronic games formerly made by ATARI utilized the same
technology as the arcade and home video games, yet they were compact units that fit
into a pocket or palm of a hand and can be carried anywhere.

ATARI's personal computers,-like the consumer video games, are designed for
use with the owner's television set. Unlike the games they are fully programmable
and can be used to store and retrieve information of the owner's own choosing.

ATARI INC. A SUBSIDIARY OF WARNERCOMMUNICATIONS INC.

In October 1976, ATARI became a subsidiary of Warner Communications, Inc.
which is engaged in the comrnorucations and entertainment businesses through
operations in various aspects of the entertainment industry, cable communications,
toys and electronic games,video cassettes and video discs, and sports.

HISTORY OF ATARI 2

TAKING ATARI GAMES HOME

ATARI opened the door of a new marketplace in 1975 when it developed the home
version of PONG. Two years later, a new innovative consumer product was born, the
Video Computer System [TMJ, a programmable unit for which 38 Game Program[TMJ
cartridges have been developed, with even more on the drawing boards. Induded in
the cartridges are games which appeal to all segments of the marketplace.

PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ATARI unveiled its new ATARI 400[TMJ and ATARI 800CTMJ Personal Computer
Systems at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show in January 1979. These personal
computers are designed to accommodate the needs of people with no prior computer
familiarity, as well as, those with experience and more sophisticated needs and
requirements.

Both the ATARI 400 and 800 systems allow the consumer to utilize the benefits
of the computer revolution in their homes and offices at an affordable price.

The ATARIWord Processor offers several features that allow you to make large-scale
changes to a page or an entire document. These features include: searching for and
replacing words throughout a document, moving text, and deleting text.

SEARCH AND CHANGE

With the search feature you can instruct the system to find a particular word or
phrase within a single page or an entire document. You can also, if you wish, have
the system change the word or phrase for you. Let's try it.

•

•

•
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You will work with the document below which is stored on your Training Diskette
under the title: WEATHER

Mostly sunny skies will prevail in the local area
today. The high temperature will be between 58-60
degrees and the low tonight will be in the forties.
The winds will be southerly at 10-15 miles per
hour. There is a forty percent chance of
precipitation tonight. There will be mostly clear
skies over the rest of the nation, except for the
South East which will be covered with low clouds.

Imagine that this was the weather forecast you wrote for the morning news and it
must now be revised as a review of the day's weather for the evening news.

To do this you will first change the phrases "will be" to the word "was."

Before you can begin you must:
• Select the document WEATHER
• Select Edit
• Recall page 1

When the page comes to the screen, the Edit Options Menu will reappear.

1. Type E and press _;j\UOMM.

The Extended Functions options will come to the screen.

Search is the first option on the menu.

2. Type S and press

The following choices will appear on the screen.
En1:er nUMber of desired opera1:ion:

1.. Search Wi1:hin page
2. Search wi1:hin dOCUMen1:
3. Search and change wi1:hin page
4. Search and change wi1:hin dOCUMen1:
5. 3wi1:hverify
6. 4 wi1:h veri fy

Options 1 and 2 instruct the system only to search for a particular word or
phrase. Once located you can then use the Edit Menu to change the text. Op-
tions 3 and 4 instruct the system to search for and automatically change a par-
ticular word or phrase.
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The last two options instruct the system to stop each time it finds the word or
phrase so that you can decide which occurrences of the word you want to
change.

3. Type 5 and press M;liIIWI. Option 5 was selected because the word "was"
will not be the correct replacement for each occurrence of the phrase "will be."

The system will ask:

Search for:

You must type the word or phrase the system is to locate exactly as it appears in
the text. For example, if you were searching for the word "is" you would have
to include the spaces both before and after the word. Otherwise every occur-
rence of the letters "is" (this, miss, list, etc) would be located and-if you
selected 3 or 4-changed.

4. Instruct the system to search for the phrase: "will be."

• Press the space bar
• Type the word will
• Press the space bar
• Type the word be
• Press the space bar

•
The system will now ask:
Change "to:

5. Type the word "was"; include a space before and after the word. Be sure the
cursor is at the top of the screen. If it is not, move it to the top using T.
All searches are made from the cursor position forward. If your cursor is in the
middle of the page, it will search from there to the page end. The change will
not be made to the first part of the page.

Press . The system will find the first occurrence of "will be" and stop.
The menu line will read:

p .. [Bhange .. or

Skip means the system will bypass the word or phrase and go to its next occur-
rence. Change means the system will make the change and continue its
search. Stop means that you want to discontinue the search operation.

The replacement is appropriate.

6. Type C and press mmD
The phrase "will be" is replaced with the word "was" and the spacing in the line
is adjusted. The system proceeds to and stops at the next "will be." The ques-
tion in the menu line reads:

•

•

•



•

•

•

Smi p or
This time the change is not appropriate.

7. Type K and press . The system skips the occurrence and goes on to
the next one. This too should be skipped (or should not be changed).

8. Type K and press MjliUi@' . Again, the system skips to the next "will be." This
replacement would be grammatically incorrect.

9. Type K and press . The system locates the last occurrence of the
phrase. This time the change should be made.

10. Type C and press . The phrase is replaced with the word "was" and
the line spacing is adjusted. When all changes are completed the menu reap-
pears:

iiex1:

THE SEARCH OPERATION DOES NOT AUTOMATICALLY SAVE THE NEW
PAGE. If you want to keep the new page you must use the Save option. This
time just print the page to see your results.

11. Type P and press IttiIlIm'J1 . When this page is printed, compare it with the
one below.

Mostly sunny skies will prevail in the local area
today. The high temperature was between 58-60
degrees and the low tonight will be in the forties.
The winds will be southerly at 10-15 miles per
hour. There is a forty percent chance of
precipitation tonight. There will be mostly dear
skies over the rest of the nation, except for the
South East which was covered with low clouds.

As you see the report needs some more correcting. This time instruct the system to
change the phrase "will prevail" to the word "prevailed," as shown below.

The Extended Functions options are still on the screen. To make this search, com-
plete the following steps:

1. Type S and press IttiIlIm'Jl. The various search operations will appear.

2. Type 3 and press . Since the phrase "will prevail" only appears once in
the text you do not have to use Search and Change with verify.

The system responds with:

Search for:
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3. Type will prevail and then . Be sure to include spaces before and after
each word. The system now prompts:

Change 1:0:

Before you answer this, check to see that your cursor is at the top of the screen.
If it isn't, move it to the top using T. ALL SEARCHES ARE MADE FROM
THE CURSOR POSITION FORWARD. If your cursor is in the middle of the page
it will search from there to the page end. The change will not be made to the first
part of the page.

4. Type the word prevailed and pressmriitc:ll. The change is made. Now, you
can finish correcting the document.

EXERCISE: SEARCH AND CHANGE

Instruct the system to search for the remaining occurrences of the phrase "will be" in
the document: WEATHER. Replace each occurrence of the phrase, except the one
in line 3, with the word "were." Remember, the system only searches from the
cursor forward.

1. Select Search.

2. Choose the operation you feel most appropriate.

3. Print the page. Compare your printout with the one below.

Mostly sunny skies prevailed in the local area
today. The high temperature was between 58-60
degrees and the low tonight will be in the forties.
The winds were southerly at 10-15 miles per
hour. There is a forty percent chance of
precipitation tonight. There were mostly clear
skies over the rest of the nation, except for the
South East which was covered with low clouds.

Note: If you select number 6, the system searches for additional pages after it com-
pletes the page in memory.

You can move any number of lines within a page or within a document while it is
being typed or when you edit it. This feature is particularly useful when making
major changes to a multipage document.

MOVING TEXT WITHIN A PAGE

Let's start with the easier of the two- moving text within a page. To demonstrate this
we will use the weather document. This document should be on your screen. Press

twice to return to the menu:

.. [3di1: .. or ECiiase docuMen1:?

•

•

•
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•

•

You are going to move the first three lines of text to the bottom of the paragraph as
indicated below.

Mostly sunny skies prevailed in the local area
today. The high temperature was between 58-60
degrees and the low tonight will be in the forties.
The winds were southerly at 10-15 miles per
hour. There is a forty percent chance of
precipitation tonight. There were mostly clear
skies over the rest of the nation, except for the
South East which was covered with low clouds.

/

1. Type E and press 1Ell1!m1I. The Edit Options Menu appears.

2. Type E again and press 1EtIl!m:lI. The same menu you used in your search
operations appears.

3. Type T and press . Moving text requires the system to store
information in the buffer, a section of its memory. Therefore, Text Memory is
selected.

The system responds with the question:

or mecall 1:ex1:?

Select is used to identify text that will be saved, moved, copied, or deleted.
Recall is used to bring text from the buffer to the screen.

4. Type Sand press lElI11m:1l. The system responds with:

Posi1:ion cursor a1: beginning
(Type •G· when ready]

5. Move the cu rsor to the begi nning of the text to be moved. In th is case move the
cursor down to the first line.

Mostly sunny skies prevailed in' the I

(If your television monitor is not exactly aligned you may have one more or
one less character on your screen.)

6. Type G and press Em:r::ll
A left parenthesis in inverse video will appear in column one, and a blank line
will be inserted above the first line of text. At the same time, the following
message appears in the menu line.

Posi1:ion cursor a1: end
(Type G· when ready]
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Mostly sunny skies prevailed in the local area
today. The high temperature was between 58-60
degrees and the low tonight will be in the forties.
The winds were southerly at 10-15 miles per
hour. There is a forty percent chance of
precipitation tonight. There were mostly dear
skies over the rest of the nation, except for the
South East which was covered with low clouds.

7. Move the cursor to the beginning of the fourth line of text.

The winds will be southerly at 10-15 miles per

8. Type G and amm:.
A right parenthesis appears in column one and a blank line is inserted between
lines 3 and 4. Your screen should look like this:

[:love .. Iete .. [!Iopy .. or TeXt?

Mostly sunny skies prevailed in the local area
today. The high temperature was between 58-60
degrees and the low tonight will be in the forties.

The winds were southerly at 10-15 miles per
hour. There is a forty percent chance .of
precipitation tonight. There were mostly clear
skies over the rest of the nation, except for the
South East which was covered with low clouds.

If you position the cursor incorrectly, pressing will take you back to the
menu which begins "Search, Format." At this point you could delete the block
of text, have it copied, saved, or moved. You want to move these lines.

9. Type M and press lema
Move stores the marked or blocked text in the buffer and deletes it from the
present location. The screen will look like this:

Position cursor at new lOCation
(Type · G· when ready)

The winds were southerly at 10-15 miles per
hour. There is a forty percent chance of
precipitation tonight. There were mostly clear
skies over the rest of the nation, except for the
South East which was covered with low clouds.

10. Move cursor down past the last line of text.

South East which was covered with low clouds.

•

•

•
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11. Type G and press . The lines will be rewritten where you positioned
the cursor and the Extended Functions Menu will reappear.

Print the page using the Print option on the screen. Your printout should look like
the one below:

The winds were southerly at 10-15 miles per
hour. There is a forty percent chance of
predpitation tonight. There were mostly clear
skies over the rest of the nation, except for the
South East which was covered with low clouds.

Mostly sunny skies prevailed in the local area
today. The high temperature was between 58-60
degrees and the low tonight will be in the forties.

If you did not position the cursor exactly under the S in South you will have a blank
line between the paragraphs.

The move operation does not save the page. If you want to save the altered docu-
ment you must use the Save option.

Move cannot be used for moving text from one page to another. To do this you must
use either the Save or the Copy options.

MOVING TEXTWITHIN A DOCUMENT

Moving text within a document involves almost the same steps asmoving text on the
same page. Suppose you wanted to move the last paragraph on page 1 ofTRNG1 to
the bottom of page 2 of the document. To make the change, which is shown on the
following pages, you must first:

• Select TRNG1 (press

• Enter Edit

• Recall page 1

three times to get to the Select Menu)

•

When the page is on the screen, this menu appears:

[:Jew page .. [;JOd i fYi page .. 11 page ..
page .. [ix1:ended Func1:i ons .

1. Type E and press mDc:lI. A new menu appears.
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Word processing began when the Manual was
•

introduced in the nineteen hundreds. The first re a l

word processor appeared in the 1930's. This Machine, which

used punched paper to store inforMation could be used to

produce forM letters and contracts which cOMPanies used on

It was not until the fifties and sixties

when the cost of sophisticated electronics pluMMeted that

word processing took off. The first real word

processor that could store inforMation, allow the user to

search for specific characters, words and/or phrases and

Make corrections using Magnetic tape. These tapes not

stored inforMation, but could be erased and used for other

docuMents. Within ten after the introduction of the

Mag (Magnetic) card a new had been born

and over one hundred cOMpanies were producing word

processing of one or another.

The Most COMMon of word processing is the

stand-alonet such as the ATARI Word Processor. The

stand-alone word processor can COMe in one of two forMS

with a or without one.

With a word processor without a text Must be

printed out to be proofed for errorSt just like with the

traditional tspewriter. These use a tape

or Magnetic card for storing inforMation.
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A word processor which inforMation uses either

a CRT (Cathode Tube), a regular television, or a video

Monitor for inforMation as it is Dr

retrieved froM storage. These have a

separate printer which is used to print out final Dr hard

as it is called in word processing terMs. With such

all docuMents are edited, forMatted, and

laid out on the screen before are printed

out. Such can be instructed to change the nUMber of

lines per page, add headers to each page of text and to

nUMber the pages SOMe offer a full

screen and others offer what is known as a window

d isp

A full screen shows an entire page or a portion

of a page froM left to right Margin. A window

aLl ows u s e r- to se!! a portion of a pa'.:!e as it i!; stored

in These have been found to ease the task

of editing Dr Making changes, and are siMPler

to learn since offer instructions each step of the

The ATARI Word Processor is a stand-alone with

a window

>
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2. Type T and press ICICICI. The following question appears:

or mecall 1:ex1:?

3. Type S and press ICICImlI. The menu line changes to:

Posi1:ion cursor a1: beginning
(Type • G· when ready)

4. Position cursor at the first line of the last paragraph.

With a word processor without

5. Type G and press . The system marks the beginning of the text with a
left parenthesis in inverse video and the menu line reads:

Pos i 1:i on cursor a1: end
(Type G· when ready)

6. Move the cursor down past the last line in the paragraph.

or magnetic card for storing in

7. Type G and press . The end of the text block is identified by a right
parenthesis in inverse video. The menu line now reads:

If you literally wanted to copy that paragraph onto the next page you would
enter C. But in this case it is to be deleted from page 1 and added (moved) to
page 2.

To do this you must use Save.

8. Type S and press IClClmJl. The system asks:

Dele1:e 1:ex1: frOM 1:hiS page? (Y/N)

This gives you the option to move the text or copy it.

9. Type Y and press Emi3
The text is deleted from the page and is stored in the buffer (temporary
memory). The menu line reads:

.. [iorMa1: .. iiex1: MeMory ..

•

•

10. Press to return to the menu:
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l:Iew page .. [IJOdifY page .. meCall page ..
page .. [3X1:ended FunC1:ions.

You must save this modified page, otherwise your original will still be on
diskette.

11. Type S and press ElDlmJl. Save this page over the original page 1. •



•

•

•

12. Recall page 2. Type R and press EmlD

13. Type E for Extended Functions and press EtmIlmI

14. Type T and press Etmm:Jl. A familiar question appears:

or [Decal I 'tex't?

You have already selected text, now it must be recalled.

15. Type R and press Etmtml. The system requests:

Posi'tion cursor a't new loca'tion
(Type · G· when ready]

16. Move the cursor below the last paragraph on the page. (Remember B
will move the cursor to the end of the page quickly.)

a window display.

17. Type G and press Etm:m:ll. The paragraph you stored will be added here.

18. Save this page as page 2.

The text memory operations do not store the revised pages on diskette. If you want
to save this page, you must use the Save option.

Now, print out the second page and compare it to the following printout.

A word processor which inforMation uses either

a CRT (Cathode Tube), a regular television, or a video

Monitor for inforMation as it is or

retrieved froM storage. These have a

separate printer which is used to print out final or hard

as it is called in word processing terMs. With such

all docuMents are edited, forMatted, and

laid out on the screen before are printed

out. Such can be instructed to change the nUMber of

lines per page, add headers to each page of text and to

nUMber the pages SOMe offer a full

screen and others offer what is known as a window
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A full screen shows an entire page or a portion

of a page froM left to right Margin. A window

allows the user to see a portion of a page as it is stored

in These have been found to ease the task

of editing or Making changes, and are siMPler

to learn since offer instructions each step of the

The ATARI Word Processor is a stand-alone with

a window

With a word processor without a text Must be

printed out to be proofed for errors, Just like with the

traditional These use a tape

or Magnetic card for storing inforMation.

EXERCISE: MOVING TEXT

You are going to move text within the document TRNG2. The changes or moves are
indicated on the next two pages. Notice that the first move is within a page and the
second is within the document.

Since you've completed two of these, only the basic steps have been listed. If you
need additional information go back to pages 64-71.

1. Select TRNG2.

2. Enter Edit.

3. Recall page 1.

4. Select Extended Functions.

5. Select the Text Memory option.

6. Choose Select.

7. Mark off the block of text. Follow the questions in the menu line to do this.

8. Use the Move option.

9. Print the page and compare it to the one on page 75. Do not worry about the
spacing; you will correct this later. Save this page.

•

•

•



•

•

•

HISTORY OF ATARI 1

When ATARI made its revolutionary breakthrough in the amusement industry in
1972, it was PONG R, the sound of which was heard 'round the world. Like all of
ATARI's subsequent video games, PONG was an electronic video game in which
semiconductor logic circuits were used to generate images displayed on a video
screen.

Since its start in 1972, ATARI has grown into a company with about 3,000
employees. ATARI's world headquarters and some manufacturing facilities are
located in Sunnyvale, California.

Today, ATARI's three principal classes of products include coin-operated games,
consumer games and personal computers.

ATARI's coin-operated games are self-contained units designed for placement in
bowling alleys.arcaces, hotel lobbies, and similar locations.

ATARI's consumer video game products are functionally similar but are designed
to be used with the player's television set•

The hand-held electronic games formerly made by ATARI utilized the same
technology as the arcade and home video games, yet they were compact units that fit
into a pocket or palm of a hand and can be carried anywhere.

ATARI's personal computers, like the consumer video games, are designed for
use with the owner's television set. Unlike the games they are fully programmable
and can be used to store and retrieve information of the owner's own choosing.

<
ATARI INC. ft SUBSIDIARY OF WARNER COMMUNICATIONS INC.

In October 1976, ATARI became a subsidiary of Warner Communications, Inc.
which is engaged in the communications and entertainment businesses through
operations in various aspects of the entertainment industry, cable communications,
toys and electronic games,video cassettes and video discs, and sports•
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HISTORY OF ATARI 2

TAKING ATARI GAMES HOME

ATARI opened the door of a new marketplace in 1975 when it developed the home
version of PONG. Two years later, a new innovative consumer product was born, the
Video Computer System [TMJ, a programmable unit for which 38 Game Program[TMJ
cartridges have been developed, with even more on the drawing boards. Induded in
the cartridges are games which appeal to all segments of the marketplace.

PERSONAL COMPUTER·SYSTEMS

ATARI unveiled its new ATARI 400[TMJ and ATARI 800[TMJ Personal Computer
Systems at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show in January 19l'? These personal
computers are designed to accommodate the needs of people with no prior computer
familiarity, as well as, those with experience and more sophisticated needs and
requirements.

Both the ATARI 400 and 800 systems allow the consumer to utilize the benefits
of the computer revolution in their homes and offices at an affordable price.

Now, make the second change.

1. Recall page 2.

2. Select Extended Functions.

3. Select the Text Memory option.

4. Choose Select.

5. Mark off the last paragraph following the statement in the menu line.

•

•

6. Use the Save option.

7. Remove the text from this page.

8. Save this page.

9. Recall page 1. •10. Select Extended Functions.
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•

11. Select Text Memory option.

12. Choose Recall.

13. Insert text following statement in menu line.

14. Save this page.

15. Print out this page and compare it with page 76. Again, do not concern
yourself about the spacing between paragraphs at this time.

HISTORY OF ATARI 1

When ATARI made its revolutionary breakthrough in the amusement industry in
1972, it was PONG R, the sound of which was heard 'round the world. Like all of
ATARI's subsequent video games, PONG was an electronic video game in which
semiconductor logic circuits were used to generate images displayed on a video
screen.

Since its start in 1972, ATARI has grown into a company with about 3,000
employees. ATARI's world headquarters and some manufacturing facilities are
located in Sunnyvale, California.

Today, ATARI's three principal classes of products include coin-operated games,
consumer games and personal computers.

ATARI's consumer video game products are functionally similar but are designed
to be used with the player's television set.

ATARI's coin-operated games are self-contained units designed for placement in
bowling allays-arcades, hotel lobbies, and similar locations.

The hand-held electronic games formerly made by ATARI utilized the same
technology as the arcade and home video games, yet they were compact units that fit
into a pocket or palm of a hand and can be carried anywhere.

ATARI's personal computers, like the consumer video games, are designed for
use with the owner's television set. Unlike the games they are fully programmable
and can be used to store and retrieve information of the owner's own choosing.

Both the ATARI 400 and 800 systems allow the consumer to utilize the benefits
of the computer revolution in their homes and offices at an affordable price•
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ATARI INC.!1 SUBSIDIARY OF WARNER COMMUNICATIONS INC.

In October 1976, ATARI became a subsidiary of Warner Communications, Inc.
which is engaged in the communications and entertainment businesses through
operations in various aspects of the entertainment industry, cable communications,
toys and electronic games,video cassettes and video discs, and sports.

HISTORY OF ATARI 2

TAKING ATARI GAMES HOME

ATARI opened the door of a new marketplace in 1975 when it developed the home
version of PONG. Two years later, a new innovative consumer product was born, the
Video Computer System CTMJ, a programmable unit for which 38 Game ProgramCTMJ
cartridges have been developed, with even more on the drawing boards. Induded in
the cartridges are games which appeal to all segments of the marketplace.

PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ATARI unveiled its new ATARI 400CTMJ and ATARI 800CTMJ Personal Computer
Systems at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show in January 1979. These personal
computers are designed to accommodate the needs of people with no prior computer
familiarity, as well as, those with experience and more sophisticated needs and
requirements.
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•

There is another method that you can use within a page or document. This
second method involves the use of Control Characters and the key. The
steps below assume that the Word Processor program is loaded.

1. Type Sand press ElDc:l1 in response to:

DocuMen't .. [Brea'te DocuMen't .. or
Disk [!]'t iii 't i es .

The system will request the document name:

En'ter dOCUMen't naMe
(Type RETURN 'to selec't saMe dOCUMen't)

2. Type the name of the document that contains text. In this case, type TRNG2.
Press . The system will respond with:

.. [adi't .. or E[iase dOCUMen't?

3. Type E and press Ermnml. The following menu appears:

l::]ewpage .. [;JOd i fy page .. [Deca II page ..
page .. [ax'tended Func'tions .

4. Type R and press Erml:l:ll. The system responds with:

OK 'to read over cur-r-en-e page (V/N)

5. Type Y and press 1C1:l:I1:l:I1. The system now requests the page to be recalled.

6. Type 1 and press EWII:l:II
The page is brought to the screen and the Edit Options Menu reappears.

l::]ew page .. [;Jod i fy page .. [Deca II page ..
page .. [ax'tended Func't ions.

7. Type M and press . This method requires that you select Modify in-
stead of Extended Functions.

8. Position the cursor at the beginning of the text to be saved and moved.

9. Press and type N. A left parenthesis in inverse video appears in column
one and a blank line is inserted, just as when you used the Select Text option.

10. Position cursor one line below the text to be moved.

11. Press and type M. A right parenthesis in inverse video appears in col-
umn one a blank line is inserted. The text to be moved is now "marked off'
by parentheses and blank lines.

12. Press and type S. A copy of the text is stored in the buffer just as it was
when you used the Save option on the Extended Functions Menu. If you want
the text deleted from the first page you must press and
simultaneously.
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13. Press

14. Recall page 2 (or whatever page the information will be added to) of the docu-
ment. Naturally, if it is to be added to the same page this step is skipped.

15. Type M for Modify and press IEtIDliI:]l. Position the cursor at the point where
you want to insert (move) the text.

16. Press and . The text will be inserted beginning at the cursor
position. If you want to keep the revised text, you must use the Save option. In
this case, do not save the pages.

This method can be used to move any of the text you previously moved.

EXERCISE: MOVING TEXT

Make the same chanzes to the TRNG2 document that you made in the previous ex-
ercise. This time use N, M, and S as described on the previous
page.

Be sure to:

1. Recall page 1.

2. Mark or block the text.

3. Save it using S.

•

•
4. Delete this text from its present location using

been saved in the buffer.

5. Save this page as the new page 3.

6. Recall page to which the text will be added.

7. Position cursor at new location.

8. Insert saved text using and

9. Save this page as the new page 4.

and , after it has

DELETI NG TEXT
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In addition to deleting words and lines as you did in Lesson Two, you can delete en-
tire pages from a document or an entire document from a diskette. This is done
using the menu:

This is done using the menu:

.. [jdi1: .. or EUilase dOCUMen1:?

For example, you modified the document TRNG2 and saved the revised pages.
Now you can delete the original pages (pages 1 and 2). •



•

•

•

The document should be in memory and page 4 should be on your screen. The
menu line should read:

.. [3di1: .. or E[iiase dOCUMen1:?

1. Type R for Erase, and press E:I1!m:lI. The system asks:

Erase [DocuMen1: .. or SeleC1:ed

2. Type P and press E:I1!c:JI. The system asks:

Page NUMber 1:0 Erase?

Exis1:ing pages for docUMen1::
.1 2 3 4 200

You can only erase one page at a time; however, you can erase them in any
order you wish.

3. Type 1 and press . The system will erase the page. When it is finished,
the screen will go blank for a second. The same information will reappear ex-
cept that page 1 will not be listed.

Page NUMber 1:0 Erase?

Exis1:ing pages for docUMen1::
234200

4. Type 2 and press E:I1!c:JI. Page 2 will be erased.

Now let's erase an entire document. Press twice to go back to the very first
menu. You are going to erase the WEATHER document.

1. Type S and press E!IZ!ml

2. Type WEATHER and press IIImD. The system responds:

.. [3di1: .. or E[iiase dOCUMen1:?

3. Type R and press E:I1!m:l1 . The system asks:

Erase [DocuMen1: .. or Selec1:ed
Exis1:ing pages for docUMen1::
.1

4. Type D and press . The system responds:

t1ire you sure?
{En1:ire dOCUMen1: 1:0 be erased]
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The system is giving you an opportunity to change your mind. Once started, the
erase operation cannot be stopped. If you decide not to erase the document
enter Nand . The menu will reappear. In this case you will erase the
document.

5. Type Y and press . The system erases the document. When it is fin-
ished, the very first menu will appear on the screen.

1ec-t DOCuMen1: .. [!Irea1:e DOCuMen1: .. or
Disk [!]1:i 1 i1:ies.

6. Type Sand press 1Cm!l:1I. The document name will no longer be on the docu-
ment list.

EXERCISE: DELETING A DOCUMENT

For practice, delete the document titled PRACTICE using the steps below.

•
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1. Select the document PRACTICE.

2. Type R and press

3. Type 0 and press •4. Type Y and press

When you are done, go back to the first menu and enter S for Select Document.
Check to see that the document name has been removed from the list. Then remove
the diskette from your disk drive and turn the system off.

•



• SUMMARY

PAGINATION

Pagination breaks a document into page lengths according to the Page Size
specified on the Page Layout Control display. Pages are not necessarily the same
length.

1. Load Program Master Diskette.

2. Insert diskette containing document to be paginated

3. Type S and press It'!ma in response to menu prompt:

•
DocuMen't .. [!Irea'te DocuMen't .. or

Disk [!J'ti 1 i'ties.

The system then prompts:

En'ter dOCUMen't naMe:
(Type RETURN 'to selec't saMe dOCUMen't)

4. Type document name and press ElI1'!m:JI. A new menu appears.

.. [3di't .. or EUiase docUMen't?

5. Type E and press ElI1'!m:JI. The Edit Options Menu appears:

[:Jew page .. [j]odify page .. mecall page ..
page .. [3x'tended Func't ions.

6. Type E and press Elll!m:JI. The following menu appears:

9. Press

8. Set the page size, top margin, and CPI, if necessary.•
7. Press rmlmll . The Page Layout Control appears.
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10. Type F and press Eliitrm'J1
The eight Format options appear.

•

Do wan1: page head i ngs?

11. Type 8 (Paginate document) and press Ell1t!m:lI. The system asks: •12a. Y if headings or page numbers are to be added to the document, press
1El1t!rJ:JI. The system responds:

Heading:
Use II 1:0 r-ep r-esen1: page nuMber-

Type the heading and press

The system responds with:

En1:e r- head i ng OP1: i on:

1.. Headings cen1:e r-ed
2. Headings on lef1: side of page
3. Headings on r- i9h1: side of page
4. tll11:e r-na1:e sides .. s1:a r-1: on 1ef1:
5. til 11:er-na1:e sides .. s1:a r-1: on r- i 9h1:

Type the appropriate number and 1El1t!m:lI. The system responds
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En1:e r- nuMbe r- of f i r-S1: page:

12b. Type N if heading and page numbers are not to be added. Press
The system responds:

En1:e r- nuMber- of f i r-s1: page: •



•

•

•

13. Type the number of the first page and press EW!m:lI. The system asks:

ReMove old headings?:

14. Type N and press -MIl@1 .
If you type Y and press _;!jliljlll , existing headings will be removed from a
previously paginated document. The system asks:

Are you sure?
Ready "to pagina"te docuMen"t

Check all the settings on the screen.

15. Type Y and press -Mil@1 . The system begins paginating document. It will
stop where each page break is to occu r. If the page break is acceptable, press
_jIIliWI . If break is not acceptable, position cursor where break should
occur.

16. PressEW!m:l1
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SEARCH AND CHANGE

1. Load Program Master Diskette.

2. Insert the diskette containing the document to be changed.

3. Type S and press Mj'il'l;lIl in response to:

DOCUMen1: .. [!Irea1:e DOcUMen1: .. or
D i sit [!]1: iii 1:i es •

The system responds:

En1:er dOCUMen1: naMe:
(Type RETURN 1:0 seleC1: saMe dOCUMen1:)

4. Type document name and press IElIlIc:Jl. The system responds:

.. [id i 1:.. or EUiase dOCUMen1:?

5. Type E and press ItImD. The Edit Options Menu appears.

[:Jew page .. (;JOdifY page .. [Decal I page ..
page .. [iX1:ended Func1:ions.

6. Recall page and press ItImD . The system asks:

OK 1:0 read over cur-r-en-e page (V/N)?
7. Type Y or N as appropriate. The Edit Options Menu reappears on the screen.

[:Jew page .. (;JOdify page .. [Decal I page
page .. [iX1:ended FunC1:iOns.

8. Type E and press ItImD. The menu line changes to:

9. Type S and press KmlIi!:Jl. The following choices appear.

•

•

•



•

•

10. Type the appropriate number and press EWlt:t::l1 . The system prompts:

Search for:

11. Type word or phrase to be located. Be sure to include all spaces before, after,
and in between words. PressKmmll
If you choose options 1 or 2, the system begins the search. When it locates the
first occurrence of the word it asks:

or [Bon1:i nue?

If you choose options 3 or 4, the system automatically makes the changes.

If you choose options 3, 4, 5, or 6, the system asks:
Change 1:0:

12. Type the word or phrase you want and Ni!ilil;!:'.

The system will search forward from the cursor position and when it locates
the first occurrence of the word or phrase for options 5 or 6, it displays the
following:

P '" [Bhange", or

If you do not want the substitution made, enter K. If you want the system to
make the change, enter C. If you want to discontinue the search, enter S.

13. Type the appropriate letter (K,C, or S) and press Milllil;I:' . The search will
continue throughout the page.

•

14. Save or print the page.
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MOVING TEXT WITHIN A PAGE
(Using Extended Functions Menu)

1. Load Program Master Diskette

2. Insert the diskette containing the document to be changed.

3. Type S and press Elma in response to:

DOCuMen1: .. t!lrea1:e DOCuMen1: .. or
D i sit [1]1: iii1:i es .

The system responds:

En1:er dOCUMen1: naMe:
(TYIpe RETURN 1:0 selec1: saMe dOCUMen1:]

4. Type document name and press The system responds:

.. l]idi1: .. or E[iase dOCUMen1:?

5. Type E and press Elma .The Edit Options Menu appears.

[:lew page .. [;Jod i fYi page .. [:leca II page ..
page .. l]iX1:ended Func1: ions.

6. Type E and press The following menu appears.

7. Type T and press The system responds with a question.

or [:lecall 1:ex1:?

8. Type S and press The system responds:

Posi1:ion cursor a1: beginning
(TYIpe • G· when readYl]

9. Position cursor at beginning of text to be moved.

10. Type G and press IIl:mD
11. The menu line reads:

Posi1:ion cursor a1: end
(TYIpe • G· when readYl]

12. Position cursor one line below the text to be moved.

13. Type G and press ElmD .The following options appear:

[;Jove .. [De I e1:e .. t!lopYl .. or Tex1:?

•

•

•



•

•

•

14. Type M and press Mjliiii@M . The text will be deleted from its present position
and the menu line will read:

POSi1:ion cursor a1: new loca1:ion
(Type · G· when ready]

15. Move cursor to the line where text should be inserted.

16. Type C and press IGmt.
17. Save or print page.
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MOVING TEXTWITHIN A DOCUMENT
(Using Control Characters)

1. Load Program Master Diskette.

2. Insert the diskette containing the document to be changed.

3. Type S and press EIIl!tI::J1 in response to:

DOCUMen1: .. [Brea1:e DOCuMen1: .. or
Disk [!l1:i I i1:ies.

The system responds:

En1:er dOCUMen1: naMe:
(Type RETURN 1:0 selec1: saMe dOCUMen1:)

4. Type document name and press EIIl!tI::JI. The system responds:

.. [idi1: .. or E[iilase docuMen1:?

5. Type Eand press EIIl!IlmI . The Edit Option Menu appears.

I::]ewpage .. [;Jod i fy page .. [Deca II page ..
page .. [iX1:ended FUnc1:ions.

6. Type M and press EIIl!tI::J1
7. Position cursor at beginning of text to be moved.

8. Press , type N. The beginning of the text will be identified by a left
parenthesis in inverse video.

9. Position cursor one line below the text to be moved.

10. Press , type M. The end of the text will be identified by a right
parenthesis in inverse video.

•

•

11. Press

If

12. Press

I type S. Text is saved in the buffer.

want the text to be deleted from its present position, press

. The Edit Options Menu reappears.

and
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I::]ewpage .. [;JodifY page .. [Decal I page ..
page .. [iX1:ended FunC1:ions.

13. Type Sand press EIIl!C1ZII if you want to save the page with this block of text
removed. When page is saved the Edit Options Menu reappears.

14. Type R and press EmJm
15. Recall the page where the text is to be inserted or moved. •



•

•

•

16. Position cursor on line where text is to begin.

17. Press Emil and

18. Save or print page.
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MOVING TEXTWITHIN A DOCUMENT
(Using Extended Functions Menu)

1. Load Program Master Diskette.

2. Insert the diskette containing the document to be changed.

•
3. Type S and press Etn'IiJ3 in response to:

I eC1: DocuMen1: .. [!ir-ea1:e DOCuMen1: .. 0 r-
Disk [!]1: iii 1:i es .

The system responds:

En1:e r- docUMen1: naMe:
(T!.'pe RETURN 1:0 selec1: saMe dOCUMen1:)

4. Type document name and press Etn'Ii:l3 . The system responds:

.. [3di1: .. 0 r- EUilase dOCUMen1:?

5. Type E and press Etn'Ii:l3. The Edit Options Menu appears.

[:Jew page .. [j]od if!.' page .. [::lecall page ..
page .. [3x1:ended Func1: ions.

6. Recall page and press Ili:IIi:::t!JI. The system asks:

OK 1:0 r-ead ove r- c u r-r-en1: page (V/N)?

•
7. Type Y or N as appropriate and press

reappear on the screen.
Etn'Ii:1.::t!. The Edit Options Menu will
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[:Jew page .. [j]od if!.' page .. [::leca II page
page .. [3X1:ended Func1:i ons .

8. Type E and press 1Cn'Iin'Ii. The following menu appears:

9. Type T and press 1li:1Ii:1Ii:1. The system asks:

lec1: 0 r- [::lecall 1:ex1:?

10. Type S and press Ili:JmIlJI. The menu line will read:

Posi1:ion CU r-so r- a1: beginning
(T!.'pe • G· when r-e ad!.' )

11. Position cursor. •



•

•

•

12. Type G and press M;/iiiiW'. A left parenthesis in inverse video appears at the
left side of your screen and a blank line is inserted before the text to be moved.
At the same time the menu line changes to:

Posi1:ion cursor a1: end
(Type • G· when ready)

13. Move cursor one line below the last line of text to be moved.

14. Type G and pressMiljii@M . A right parenthesis in inverse video appears at the
left side of the screen. A blank line is also added. The menu line reads:

[IJolIJe .. I e1:e .. [!Iopy .. or Tex1:?

15. Type S and press Bmlrlmll. The system asks:

Dele1:e 1:ex1: frOM 1:his page? (V/H)

This gives you the option to move the text or copy it.

16. Type Y or N, whichever is appropriate. If Y is typed, then the text is deleted
from the page. In either case, the blocked text is stored in a buffer.

17. Save the page.

18. Recall the page where the stored text is to be moved.

19. Type E for Extended Functions and press BmmJ:1
20. Type T for the Text Memory option. The system then asks:

I eC1: or meca II 1:ex1:?

21. Type R and press Bm!m:JI. The system requests:

Posi1:ion cursor a1: new 10ca1:ion
(Type • G· when ready)

22. Position cursor on line where you want the text to be inserted.

23. Type G and press ••••

24. Save page.

THE MOVE OPTION DOES NOT AUTOMATICALLY SAVE THE PAGE.

25. Print page.
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DELETING A PAGE OR DOCUMENT

1. Load Program Master Diskette.

2. Insert the diskette containing the document to be changed.

•
3. Type S and press Em. in response to:
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DocuMent: .. [Breat:e DOCUMent: .. or
Disk [Dt:iii t: i es .

The system responds:

Ent:er docuMent: naMe:
(TYIpe RETURN t:0 select: saMe dOCUMent:)

4. Type document name and press lliIiDIiDI. The system responds:

.. [3dit: .. or E[iiase docuMent:?

5. Type R and press lliIiDIIi•. The system responds:

Erase .. or Select:ed

6. Type the appropriate letter and press lliIiDIIi.
If P is typed, the system responds:

Page NUMber t:o Erase?

Type number and press lliIiDIIi.
If D is typed, the system responds:

Are Y10u sure?
(Ent:ire docUMent: t:o be erased)

Typing Y erases the document; typing N returns you to the menu.

In addition to deleting an entire page or document, blocks of text can be deleted
using the Text Memory Delete option or the and keys.

•

•





•

•

•

ALIGNING TEXT

4
LESSON FOUR WORKBOOK

This lesson will explain how to:

• Align text with the left margi n

• Align text with the right margin

• Center text

• Set and use tabs

• Justify text on printout

Before you can begin, you must load the Word Processor program. When the pro-
gram is loaded, insert your Training Data Diskette into the disk drive.

Aligning text is an extremely useful feature in the preparation of documents,
especially letters. Text can be aligned with the left margin, right margin, or it can be
centered. The process involves only a few steps.

Suppose, for example, you wanted to create the following table of contents.

USER'S RESOURCEGUIDE

System Components
Connecting the System
Word Processing Reference
Error Messages

What wou Id you do?

To align text you must first have the Program Master Diskette loaded and a format-
ted diskette in the disk drive.

The menu on the screen should read:

DOCUMen1: .. [Brea1:e DOCUMen1: .. or
Disk [!hi 1 i1:ies.

You are going to create this document using the steps below.

1. Type C and press

En1:er dOCUMen1: naMe:
(Type RETURN 1:0 selec1: saMe dOCUMen1:)

Call this document ALIGNING.
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2. Type ALIGNING and press . The next menu appears:

.. [3di1: .. or E[iase docUMen1:?

3. Type E and press . The Edit Options Menu appears.

[:lew page .. page .. mecall page ..
page .. [3X1:ended Func1:ions.

4. Type N and press .lIl!nml. The system will ask for the page number.

5. Type 1 and press .lIl!nml
6. Type USER'S RESOURCE GUIDE anywhere on the first line. Press and

the key to type all uppercase. Press again when you
are fi

•

7. Press and type Y.

The text will be moved so that it is centered between the left and right margins
set on the PageLayout Control Display. At the same time the symbol f- will ap-
pear in column one. A box (line terminator symbol) will appear after the title
and the cursor moves to the next line.

USER • S RESOURCE GUIDE

No matter how you format the document, this title will center between the
margins. That's all there is to centering text.

Now type the next few lines and align them with the left margin.

Notice that on the original there are blank lines between the title and the first
line. To create these lines, and not lose them when the page is formatted, press

and type J for each line.

8. Press and type J three times. A white box appears in column one each
time a J is typed. This box, like the one after the title, prevents lines from merg-
ing during formatting.

9. Type System Components.

•
10. Press , and press the left bracket [.

The symbol f- appears in column one, the words are moved to the margin,
and again a line terminator appears at the end of the line.

COMPonen1:s

11. Type the next three entries:
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Connecting the System
Word Processing Reference
Error Messages

After each one is typed, use
the left margin.

12. Insert five blank lines using

and the left bracket to align the text with

J. •



•
13. Type this line:

Submitted by K. Jones

14. Press and press the right bracket ].

5ubMi "t"ted by K. Jones

•

•

The line moves to the right margin, the symbol appears on the left side of the
screen, and a line terminator is added.
o
o
o
o
--l

15. Format the page using the following settings: left margin 15, right margin 70.

Remember, press er!1!iI to call up the Page Layout Control display. Change
the margins and press to switch to the text. Then use the Extended
Functions to format the page.

16. Save the page as page 1.

17. Print the page. Your printout should look like the one below. Notice that the
lines did not merge during formatting.

USER'S RESOURCE GUIDE

System Components
Connecting the System
Word Pmcessing Reference
Error Messages

Submitted by K. Jones

Each unformatted line must be no more than one line long. If you type a line, such as
the one below,

The MOS"t COMMon "type of word process i ns sys"teM
is "the s"tand-alone .. such as "the ATARI Word Processor.

you will get the following error message during the format operation:

Missin9 "terMina"tor - can·"t con"tinue
Type RETURN "to re"turn "to Menu

When this happens, press and then modify the line so that it fits on one
line or add a fixed line terminator to the first line.
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TABS On all new diskettes left tabs are preset every five spaces, from position 6 to position
81. A maximum of 15 tabs can be set at anyone time. To use these existing tabs, you
simply press the key. The cursor will move to the position and you can begin
typing.
Let's redo ou r table of contents so that it reads:

USER'S RESOURCEGUIDE

•
Section
System Components
Con necting the System
Word Processing Reference
Error Messages

Page
12
17
35
99
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This time you will use left and right tabs to indent and line up text. Decimal tabs will
be covered in Lesson Six.

Press to return to the menu:

.. [3di"t .. or E[jjase dOCUMen"t?

1. Select Edit.

2. Create a new page. Number the page, 2.

3. Press mIDI to call up Page Layout Control. You are going to use the follow-
ing tabs:
15L,31L,68R

To do this, you will clear all tabs and set only these three.

4. Type B and press lEl:JI!rtml. The system asks:

[BI ear a II .. .. or [DeMove s i ns I e "tab?
5. Type C and press : All the tabs are erased. To change one tab, you

would type R for Remove single tab, and then the tab location.

Now set the new tabs. Note: a maximum of 15 tabs may be set at anyone time.

6. Type S and press . The system asks:

En"ter "tab loca"tion:

7. Type 15 and press lEl:JI!rtml. The system responds:

En"ter "type ([!ef"t .. [Di9h"t ..

8. Type L and press lEl:JI!rtml. The tab appears in the TAB line. Now, set the next
tab.

9. Type S and press lEl:miiml. The system asks for the location of tab.

10. Type 31 and press lEl:miiml. The system asks for the type of tab.

11. Type L and press lEl:JI!rtml

•

•



•
12. Set the last tab on your own.

Set a tab at 68R.

13. Now press once to return to the original menu for Page Layout Control.

14. Setthe CPI for 10. It is not recommended that you use proportional spacing for
tabular information. Remember, to change CPI and justification, you simply
enter the letter and

15. Reset the left margin at 10.

16. Press

17. Press the

to recall page.

twice and then type the title:

USER'S RESOURCE GUIDE

19. Add three blank lines using J.

18. Enter a line terminator. Press , type J. A white box will appear at the end
of the line and the cursor will move to the next line. You either use Jor
press MjljliWI after tabular information. This prevents the columns from
merging when formatting.

• 20. Press the

Section

once and type the first subtitle:

21. Press the twice to reach 68R. (You are already past the first tab setting.)
Type the second subtitle:

Page

22. Enter a line terminator using J.
23. Type all entries and their page numbers using the tabs. Be sure to include a line

terminator after each line.

With a right tab, the cursor will move to the tab position and each character
you enter will appear to the left of the cursor. This is because the text is being
right aligned. The text will be positioned correctly after you press ED:3 J.
Watch how the page numbers appear on the screen as you enter them.

When you are finished, save the page as page 2 and then print it. It should look like
the one below.

USER'S RESOURCE GUIDE

• Section
COMPonents

Connecting the
Word Processing Reference
ET' r ClI' MeSSagE)!:;

Page
1Z
17
35
99
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JUSTIFYING
TEXT

Justification aligns all text at the right margin, as well as the left margin. A document
is justified during the format operation, after it has been edited.

Look at the document TRNG3 below. This is how the document is stored on your
Training Diskette. You are going to format this text so that it is justified. This will take
no time at all since you are already familiar with formatting and the Page Layout
Control display.

The ATARI Word Processor is the right processor for you. It has been
designed for anyone who does or would like to do a great deal of typing.
Virtually anyone from small business persons to professional writers
and college students can get computerized word processing without
investing in a large-scale computer terminal system or a dedicated word
processor.
The ATARI Word Processor combines an ATARI Personal Computer and peripherals
with sophisticated software and a unique display. The whole package
costs considerably less than you probably expect. And it provides
substantial savings in time, money, and effort.
Here's how: The ATARI Word Processor provides smoother paper flow
by eliminating time-consuming and repetitive typing tasks. Tasks such
as correcting mistakes, editing, changing words or sentences, adding
or deleting words and paragraphs, may be accomplished without the need
to manually retype the entire document. The result is a document that
is remarkably professional and error-free.
Once you've learned to use the easy-to-master ATARI Word Processor,
you'll find that it's no more difficult to use than a typewriter.
Just type as you normally would on the keyboard. Every word and paragraph
is displayed on the screen for your review, prior to printing. And
edit functions are simple to accomplish. When the document is exactly
the way you want it, print it out...perfeetly. What's more, you can
save the document on diskette for later editing or use.
In addition, you can buy software that will help you to manage your
finances, solve problems,teach you French, German or Spanish, or entertain
you.

1. Select the document TRNG3.

2. Enter Edit.

3. Recall page 1.

4. Select the Extended Functions option.

5. Switch to the Page Layout Control.

6. Change the following settings as indicated

•

•

The CPI cannot be set at PS (proportional spacing) when text is being justified
and special character inserts are used.
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Left margin:
Right margin:
Just:
CPI:

10
70
on
10 •



•
7. Switch back to the text.

8. Select Format.

9. Format the page (option 2).

As with previous documents, the text will be laid out with the new margins and
new line spacing, the paragraphs will then be indented and spaced. This time
the system will add spaces between words so that each line ends at the same
place.

•

•

10. Print the page when you are finished. You can use the Print option on the Ex-
tended Functions Menu or you can save the newly formatted page and use
Print on the Print, Edit, or Erase Document Menu. It should look like the one
following.

The ATARI Word Processor is the rIght processor for
It has been desIgned for who does or would like to
do a great deal of froM sMall
business persons to professional writers and college
students can get cOMPuterized word processing without
investing in a large-scale COMPuter terMinal or a
dedicated word processor.

The ATARI Word Processor cOMbines an ATARI Personal
COMputer and peripherals with sophisticated software and a
unique The whole package costs less
than expect. And it provides substantial
sayings in tiMe, and effort.

Here's how: The ATARI Word Processor provides sMoother
paper flow eliMinating tiMe-consuMing and repetitive

tasks. Tasks such as correcting Mistakes, editing,
changing words or sentences, adding or deleting words and
paragraphs, be accoMPlIshed without the need to

the entire The result is a
dOCUMent that is professional and error-free.

Once learned to use the ATARI Word
Processor, find that it's no More difficult to use
than a Just as would on the

word and paragraph is on the
screen for review, prior to printing. And edit
functions are siMple to accoMplish. When the doCUMent is

the want it, print it out •••
What's More, can save the dOCUMent on diskette for
later editing or use.

In addition, can software that will help to
Manage finances, solve probleMs,teach French,
GerMan or Spanish, or entertain
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SUMMARY

ALIGNING TEXT

To align text you must:

1. Be in the Edit mode.

2. Select either the New Page or Modify Page option.

3. Type text.

4. Align text after it is typed.

To align Press Symbol

Left [ I-
Right ] -1
Center y ...L

•

•

•



•
TABS

Tabs are preset on all newly formatted diskettes. Changing the existing tabs or
adding additional tabs is done when you are creating a new document or modifying
an existing one.

To clear tabs in either situation:

1. Press em .The Page Layout Control appears.

2. Type 8 and press Mjiiii@i. The system asks:

[Blear all .. or [DeMove individual Tab?

3. Type C to erase every tab or R to erase only one tab. Press Mjliii@M.

If C is typed, the tab line clears and the menu line remains.

If R is typed, the system asks:

En1:er 10ca1:ion of 1:ab 1:0 reMove:

You then type the number (column position of the tab) and press M;I:!Ui];ili.
The tab is erased.

• 4. Press

To set tabs:

to retu rn to page.

1. Repeat Steps 1 and 2.

2. Type S and press M.ii\liiiWM. The system responds:

En1:er 1:ab 10ca1:ion:

3. Type the numerical position of the tab and press Etmlmll. The system now re-
quests:

En1:er 1:ype C[!ef1: .. [Di9h1: .. [DeciMal)

4. Type the position and press M;!iii];ilM.

5. Press to return to page and begin typing tabular information.

•

Remember all tabular information should be printed in 10 or 16.7 cpi.
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EXERCISE: USINGALIGNMENT AND TABS

Type the letter on the next page following the directions below.

1. Make this page 3 of the ALIGNING document.

2. Check that the margins are set at 10 and 70 (use Page Layout Control).

•
3. Set a left tab of 25 to indent the list. Don't forget to use a
tabularentry.

J after each

4. Right align the date. Remember you do not have to use mIl Jwhen aligning
text using and the brackets. A terminator is added automatically.

5. Use J to create blank spaces between the parts of the letter.

6. Left align the address and greeting.

7. Right align the closing and signature.

8. Save the page.

9. Print out the page and compare it to the original. Only the number of blank lines
should vary.

When you are finished, turn off your system. •
Mr. Anderson
1 0
New York. New York

Dear Mr. Anderson:

:3. 19fJ 1
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Thank for regarding the new ATARl Word Processor.
Here is a list of the MajOr COMPonents in the

ATARl 800 Personal COMputer
Television switch box
101< ROM
'181<
ATARI 810 (TM) Disk Drive
ATARI 850 (TM) Interface Module
ATARI 825 (TM) 80-ColuMn Printer

•

•John Herre •
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•

•

REPAGINATION

5
LESSON FIVE WORKBOOK

This lesson describes how to:

• Repaginate a document

• Remove headers

• Rename a document

• Use the Disk Utilities Menu

There are times when you must edit a paginated document. To do so you may move
or insert text as you did in Lesson Three and you may delete large sections from the
document. When this is done, the pagination is no longer acceptable. As a result
you must paginate the document again. This is called repagination .

Repaginating involves formatting the document again, removing the headers, re-
joining split paragraphs, and then paginating the document.

Formatting the document again and deleting headers or the spaces inserted for a
top margin is a crucial step in repagination. If these are not deleted, they could wind
up in the middle of the document when it is paginated the second time (Figure 5-1).
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PAGINATED PAGE WITH TEXT MOVED

OTHER TECHNICAL ISSUES
IN ACCOUNTING

OTHER TECHNICAL ISSUES
IN ACCOUNTING

•

REPAGINATED DOCUMENT: ORIGINAL HEADERS NOT REMOVED •
OTHER TECHNICAL ISSUES

IN ACCOUNTING

OTHER TECHNICAL ISSUES

OTHER TECHNICAL ISSUES
IN ACCOUNTING

OTHER TECHNICAL ISSUES

2 HEADERS
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Figure 5-1 Repaginating •



•

•

•

In Lesson Three you moved text within the documents TRNG1 and TRNG2. As a
result, the page lengths are no longer equal and the documents need to be
repaginated.

First you must turn on your system and load the Program Master Diskette. When the
program is loaded, insert the Training Diskette into the disk drive. Now you can
begin repaginating the documents.

Use the following procedure to repaginate TRNG1:

1. Select TRNG1.

2. Enter Edit.

3. Recall page 1.

4. Switch to the Page Layout Control display.

5. Check all the settings; change any if necessary. In this case, the settings will re-
main the same.

6. Switch back to the text.

7. Select Extended Functions.

8. Select the Format option.

9. Type 7 (Format Document) and press El11!mll. The system asks:

tlire you sure?

10. Type Y for yes and press M;jiIII!;!:' in response to the check. The system asks:

De-pa9ina1:e dOCUMen1: 1:00? (V.lN]
A "yes" answer instructs the system to remove headers and top margins.

11. Type Y and press MjlJIi@l.

Notice that five boxes for the top margins are erased and the text is rewritten
paragraph by paragraph.

The Format Document operation automatically saves the formatted document
over the original. When the document is stored, print it and compare it to the
following document.
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----------------------------- --------------

Word processing began when the Manual was •
introduced in the nineteen hundreds.

word processor appeared in the 1930's. This Machine, which

used punched paper to store inforMation could be used to

produce forM letters and contracts which COMPanies used on

It was not until the fifties and sixties

when the cost of sophisticated electronics plUMMeted that

word processing took off. The first real word

processor that could store inforMation, allow the user to

search for specific characters, words and/or phrases and

Make corrections using Magnetic tape. These tapes not

stored inforMation, but could be erased and used for other

dOCUMents. Within ten after the introduction of the

Mag (Magnetic) card a new had been born

and over one hundred COMPanies were producing word

processing of one or another.

The Most COMMon of word processing is the

stand-alone, such as the ATARI Word Processor. The

stand-alone word processor can COMe in one of two forMS

with a or without one.
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• A word processor which inforMation uses either

•

•

a CRT (Cathode Tube). a regular television. or a video

Monitor for inforMation as it is or

retrieved froM storage. These have a

separate printer which is used to print out final or hard

as it is c a Ll ed t n WClT'd t.e rn s , With s uc h

all are edited, forMatted, and

laid out on the screen before are printed

out. Such can be instructed to change the nUMber of

lines per page, add headers to each page of text and to

nUMber the pages SOMe offer a full

screen and others offer what is known as a window

A full screen shows an entire page or a portion

of a page frOM left to right Margin. A window

allows the user to see a portion of a page as it is stored

in These have been found to ease the task

of editing or Making changes, and are siMPler

to learn since offer instructions each step of the

The ATARI Word Processor is a stand-alone with

a window

With a word processor without a text MUst be

printed out to be proofed for errors, Just like with the

traditional These use. tape

or Magnetic card for storing inforMation •
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Now you are going to paginate the document again. This time you will add page
numbers and change the top margin. But first, you are going to modify the docu-
ment slightly with a page break marker.

FORCED PAGE BREAKS

Some documents require page breaks to occur at specific points. For example, if
you are creating a report with several chapters, each chapter should begin on a new
page. To ensure that this happens, a page break marker is inserted when the text is
created or edited. To mark the end of the page, position the cu rsor on the line of text
that will begin the new page. Press IimI and type K. A diamond. will appear.

You do not know where page 1 of TRNG1 will end once page numbers and a large
top margin are added. You want it to end where it does now, with the paragraph that
begins, "with a word processor without a display ... " You cannot be sure it will end
here once you repaginate the document.

To add the page break marker:

1. Recall page 1.

2. Enter Modify.

3. Position cursor after the last line in the last paragraph.

4. Press , type K. A diamond appears in column one, and a line is added. In
this instance the text "jumps" up to provide a blank line. The line is not added on
printout.

5. Save the new page. If you don't save the page the pagination process uses the
text as it is stored on diskette; therefore you must save the page with the break
added.

Now the document can be repaginated. Paginate the document with the following:

1. Top margin of 6.

2. Page numbers on the right side. Remember, page numbers are entered under
the heading option. If you need a review on pagination, refer to the Pagination
Summary at the end of Lesson Three.

If you need a review on pagination, refer to the Pagination Summary at the end
of Lesson Three.

3. When you are finished, print the document. It should be similar to the one that
follows.

•

•

•
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•

•

t

Word processing began when the Manual w.s

introdl.'cerj in the nineteen hundr e ds , The first real

word processor appeared in the 193J's. This Machine, which

used punched paper to store lnforMation could be used to

produce forM letters and contracts which COMpanies used on

a regular basis. It was not until the fifties and sixties

when the cost of sophisticated electronics plUMMeted that

word processlng took off. The first real word

processor that could store inforMation, allow the user to

search for specific characters, words and/or phrases and

Make corrections using Magnetic tape. These tapes not

stored inforMation, but could be erased and used for other

dOCUMent•• Within ten after the introduction of the

Mag (Magnetic) card a new had been born

and over one hundred COMPanies were producing word

processing of one or another.

The MOst COMMon of word processing is the

stand-alone, such as the ATARI Word Processor. The

stand-alone word processor can COMe in one of two forMS

with a or without one.
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2

A word processor which inforMation uses either

a CRT (Cathode Tube), a regular television, or a video

Monitor for inforMation as it is or

retrieved froM storage. These have a

separate printer which is used to print out final or hard

as it is called in word processing terMs. With such

all docuMents are edited, forMatted, and

laid out on the screen before are printed

out. Such can be instructed to change the nUMber of

lines per page, add headers to each page of text and to

nUMber the pages SOMe offer a full

screen and others offer what is known as a window

A full screen shows an entire page or a portion

of a page frOM left to right Margin. A window

allows the user to see a portion of a page as it is stored

in These have been found to ease the task

of editing or Making changes, and are SiMPler

to !earn since offer each step of the

The ATARI Word Processor is a stand-alone with

a window

With a word processor without a text Must be

printed out to be proofed for errors, Just like with the

traditional These use a tape

or Magnetic card for storing inforMation.

•

•

•
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•
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EXERCISE: REPAGINATING TEXT

The report on the HISTORY OF ATARI, stored as TRNG2, also needs repaginating.
This time you're on your own. As you repaginate (format and paginate) follow the
procedure below:

1. Change the CPI on the Page Layout Control display to 10 before you format the
document.

2. Keep the same top margin.

3. Depaginate the document (remove headers, top margins, and page numbers)
while formatting.

4. Paginate the document again using the heading:

ATARI PUBLIC RELATIONS#

5. Put headings on alternate sides beginning with the right side.

6. Number the pages beginning with 1.

7. Remove old headings.

8. End the first page just before the section: ATARI, INC., A SUBSIDIARY OF
WARNER COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

9. End the second page at the end of the text.

10. Print out your new document and compare it to the document that follows.
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ATARI PUBLIC RELATIONS 1

When ATARI i t!5 breakthrou(3h in
aMuseMent in 1972, it was PONG R, the sound of
which was heard 'round the world. Like all of ATARI's
subsequent video gaMeS, PONG was an electronic video gaMe
in which seMiconductor logic circuits were used to generate
iMages on a video screen.

Since its start in 1972, ATAR! has.grown into a
with about 3,000 ATARI's world headquarters and
SOMe Manufacturing facilities are located in
CalifoT'nia.

ATARI's three principal classes of products
include coin-operated gaMes, conSUMer gaMes and personal

•

ATARI's conSUMer video gaMe products are
siMilar but are designed to be used with the
te i s i em set.

ATARI's coin-operated gaMes are self-contained units
designed for placeMent in bowling hotel
lobbies, and siMilar locations.

The hand-held electronic gaMes Made ATARI
utilized the saMe as the arcade and hOMe video
gaMes, were COMPact units that fit into a pocket
or palM a hand and can be carried

ATARI's personal COMPuters, like the conSUMer video
gaMes, are designed for use with the owner's television
set. Unlike the gaMes are prograMMable and can
be used to store and retrieve inforMation of the owner's
own choosing.

80th the ATARI 100 and 800 allow the conSUMer to
utilize the benefits of the COMPuter revolution in their
hOMes and offices at an affordable price.

•

•
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ATARI PUBLIC RELATIONS 2

In October 1976, ATARI becaMe a of Warner
COMMunications, Inc. which is engaged in the
cOMMunications and entertainMent businesses through
operations in various aspects of the entertainMent

cable cOMMunications, and electronic
gaMes,video cassettes and video discs, and sports.

ATARI opened the door of a new Marketplace in 1975 when
it developed the hOMe version of PONG. Two later, a
new innovative conSUMer product was born, the Video
COMputer CTMJ, a prOgraMMable unit for which 38 GaMe
PrograMCTMJ cartridges have been developed, with even More
on the drawing boards. Included in the cartridges are
gaMes which appeal to all SegMents of the Marketplace.

ATARI unveiled its new ATARI 100CTMJ and ATARI 800CTMJ
Personal COMPuter at the Winter ConsuMer
Electronics Show in 1979. These personal COMputers
are designed to aCCOMModate the needs of people with no
prior COMputer as well as, those with
experience and More sophisticated needs and reqUireMents •
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RENAMING
A DOCUMENT
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NECESSARY MODIFICATIONS

You will need to add lines to a repaginated document if:

• The line spacing was set at 2 or more lines, and

• The original page breaks occurred with paragraphs.

When the document is repaginated, paragraphs may be rejoined. The system single
spaces because it does not remember how many blank lines are there. You must add
the appropriate number of blank lines between these paragraphs and then save the
page.

If in TRNG1 the page break occurred in the middle of the last paragraph as in the ex-
ample below,

The Most COMMon of word processing is the

stand-alone, such as the ATARI Word Processor. The

when the document was repaginated, the last paragraph would have been rejoined
like this:

The Most COMMon of word processing is the

stand-alone. such as the ATARI Word Processor. The
stand-alone word processor can COMe in one of two forMS

with a display or without one.

You have to insert a blank line between the second and third lines before you save
the page.

Document names can be changed using the Disk Utilities Menu. For example, you
can rename the TRNG2 document ATARIPR. To rename the document, you must
press and return to the very first menu. Follow this procedure when the menu
is on screen:

1. Type U for Disk Utilities and press EtD!D.mI. The following prompt will appear
on your screen.
En1:e r- nuMber- of desi r-ed ope r-a1:ion:

1.. Se1: Disk Un i 1: NuMber-

2. J:ni1:ialize Diske1:1:e

3. 8001: Disk

4. RenaMe DOCUMen1:

2. Type 4 and press . The system responds:

En1:e r- dOCUMen1: naMe:
En1:e r- old naMe

Type the name under which the document is now stored.

•
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DISK
UTILITIES

3. Type TRNG2 and press M;jjliWI. The system now asks:
En1:er dOCUMen1: naMe:
En1:er new naMe

4. Type ATARIPR and press M;jjli@l.

Remember a document name must begin with an alphabetic character, not a
number, and cannot exceed eight characters.

Lastly, the system asks:

OK 1:0 proceed wi1:h renaMe (V/H]?
5. Type Y and press l;ljli@'. (If you type N for no, the change will not take

place.) When the name change has finished, the menu line will read:
En1:er nUMber of desired opera1:ion:

Now, press and select a document. The new name should be under the
document listing.

You probably will not use Disk Utilities often. You should, however, be aware of
thei r fu nctions.

1. Set Disk Unit Number.

This first option is used only when you have two or more disk drives. Each time
you begin working with a different drive, you must tell the system which disk
drive to use. Option 1 does this.

2. Initialize Diskette

This option performs the same function as the Format option on the DOS pro-
gram. If the Word Processor program is loaded, you can use it to format/
initialize a new diskette. Just insert the blank diskette into the disk drive and
select option 2.

3. Boot Disk

This option is also used with two or more disk drives and is used to load the DOS
program that is in a second disk drive.

4. Rename Document

This option allows you to change the name of any document.

Of the four Disk Utilities options, you will probably use options 1 and 4 most fre-
quently. You have already renamed a document. Now try initializing a blank
diskette.

EXERCISE: INITIALIZING A DISKETTE

1. Remove diskette from disk drive.

2. Insert a new diskette into the disk drive.
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3. Select Disk Utilities.

4. Type 2 for Initialize Diskette and press EIDm:lI. The system asks:

OK 1:0 FOrMa1: Disk J. (V/Nl?

5. Type Y for yes and press EIDm:l1
The system will format the diskette. When it is finished, the disk drive BUSY light
goes off and the original question "Enter number of desired operation" reappears
in the menu line.

The diskette is formatted.

6. Press [ESC] to return to the first menu.

Create a document to check that the diskette was formatted.

•

•

•
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_____ _

SUMMARY

REPAGINATION

1. Select document.

2. Enter Edit mode.

3. Recall first page.

4. Switch to Page Layout Control and change setting if necessary.

5. Switch back to text.

6. Select Extended Functions.

7. Select Format option.

8. Select the operation Format Document.

9. Type Y and press _jliiiiWI to question:

De-pa9ina'te docuMen't 'tOO? (V/H)?

10. Select Format option again.

11. Select the operation Paginate Document. Answer all questions as needed for
your document.

12. Type Y and press _;1'19;111 in response to question:

ReMove old head i n9s?
This question must be answered "yes" for repagination.

13. Answer the remaining questions accordingly.
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SUBSCRIPTS
AND
SUPERSCRI PTS

6
LESSON SIX WORKBOOK

In this lesson you will learn how to:

• Enter subscripts and superscripts
• Create text in elongated print
• Align columns of figures (decimal align)
• Position text outside of the set margin

• Address envelopes
• Print in a double column

The features covered in this lesson are used for special types of text such as formulas,
footnotes, statistical reports, and the like. Because they are not used on a regular
basis by most people, each is treated as a separate, independent topic. If you need
to use or learn about one particular feature, refer to that section .

CIII"\crrintc and superscripts are entered in the Edit mode using a th ree-key combina-
, and either the up or down arrow. Using the combination of

tells the system that a special character is being entered.

To enter a subscript such as the number 2 in H 0, follow the procedure below:
2

SUBSCRIPT
1. Create a document. If you are using an existing document, you must select

document.

2. Enter Edit.

3. Create a new page. If you are using an existing document, recall the page
where subscript is to be added.

4. Select Modify if you are working with existing text.

5. Type text. Type the letter H (for H 0).
2

6. Press and . The menu line will read:

Ed i 1: page - 1:ype ESC 1:0 ex i 1: 1:0 Menu
Special Charac1:er Inser1:

7. Release only , and press the down arrow key +while pressing
The down arrow symbol will appear next to the H.

H+
This symbol instructs the printer to move the paper up a half line when printing
the next character. Neither the symbol nor the space it occupies will print.
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. An up arrow

•
8. Type the subscript. Type 2. The number will not appear as a subscript on the

screen.

9. Press and mmm
10. Release and press the up arrow key t while pressing . The up

arrow symbol will appear after the 2. This instructs the printer to move down a
half line when printing the next character. Again, neither the symbol nor the
space it occupies will print.

Ht 2 t
11. Type the remaining text; in this case, the letter O.

12. Format text if necessary.

13. Save the page.

14. Print the document.

SUPERSCRIPT
The steps for typing a superscript, such as a number signifying a footnote, are the
same as for typing a subscript. The only difference is in the use of the arrow keys. •
The EmIl,Em, and up arrow instruct the system to begin a superscript. The
EmIl, Em, and down arrow stop a superscript. Let's try it. We will show you
how to add the superscript 3 to the following example: The Book of Chemistry'.

To enter a superscript, follow these steps:

1. Repeat steps 1-5 under subscripts. Type the sentence:

This is based on The Book of CheMis'try. t

2. Press and

3. Release m:IJm:IJland press the up arrow while pressing
will appear.

This is based on The Book of CheMis'try.
The up arrow instructs the printer to move down a half line. Neither the arrow
nor the space it occupies will print.

4. Type the superscript. In this case, type the number 3. The sentence will look
like this:

This is based on The Book of CheMis'try. t3
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5. Press and

6. Release and press the down arrow key • while pressing
down arrow will appear after the 3.

This is based on The Book of CheMis'try. t3t

Neither the arrows nor the space they occupy will print.

.A
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ELONGATED
PRINT

7. Type the remaining text.

8. Format text if necessary.

9. Save the page.

10. Print the document.

For your own practice, try typing the following sentence:

The formula Fe Na is a new discoverv.'
6 4

Elongated print is a large print used for titles, chapters, and labels. All the character
types available with the ATARI Printer may be printed in the elongated form (Figure
6-1).

PROPORTIONAL ELONGATED

II #$"/..&,'()*-+-,,-./O 123456789:;':::=::"?
@AECDEFGHIJKLM:NOPQRSTUVWXYZ I:"::J
, abcde-Fg hijk.lmnopqrs1:"uv.....,xyz( I) -

::1. (II r:::: U:::'" :::0:: IE::: !L... r::ll it··"" f:;;; '''r uc:::: [)o

II II H ::IIH:: '!=!I=j. .,t' at:: )I ::t\tI:: ·..R... :p. ..... '11_ .••••••• ::1.. ::::;) .. :;;jI" tJ: ;,:: .-::::: ::::::::

__

CONDENSED (16.7 CPI) ELONGATED

@ABCDEFGHIJt<LMNOPQRSTUVWXYZI: '\.::J"_
, abcdef"ghi ( I )

Figure 6-1 Elongated Print

Instructions for elongated print are entered while a document is being created or
edited. To instruct the system to print text elongated, complete the following steps:

1. Create or select document.

2. Enter Edit.

3. Recall the page that contains text you want elongated, or create a new page.

4. Select modify if you are working with existing text.
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5. If you are working with existing text, position cursor before the first word to be

elongated.

If you are creating a new document skip step 5 and go to step 6.

6. Press and ami. The menu line will read:

ALIGNING
NUMBERS
(DECIMAL TAB)

Ed i 1: page - 1:ype ESC 1:0 ex i 1: 1:0 Menu
Special Charac1:er I:nser1:

7. Release and , then press . The symbol will appear on
the screen. This instructs the system to elongate the text that follows.

8. Type text if you are creating a new document. In this case type:

ATARI: Word Processor
If you are modifying existing text, position cursor at the end of text to be
elongated.

9. Press and

10. Release and , then press . The symbol will
appear. Your text should look like this:

ATARI: Word •
The symbol tells the system that this is the end of elongated print. The text is
elongated only when it is printed; the elongation does not show on your
screen.

At this point you can continue to type.

11. Save text.

12. Print the document.

Your printout should look like this if you used proportional spacing:

T he ATARI W"oY"d PY"ocessoY"

For more practice, recall the document now named ATARIPR. Select a heading and
change it to elongated print. Print the page.

The decimal tab is used to line up columns of numbers at their decimal points. The
decimal tab is part of the TABS setting on the Page Layout Control display.

To align columns of numbers:
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1. Create or Select document.

2. Enter Edit.

3. Create a new page or recall existing page and enter Modify mode. •



•
4. Press mIDI to switch to Page Layout Control display.

5. Type B and press IElma
The menu line will read:

[!II ear a II " or meMOVe s i ns I e 1:ab?

6. Type Sand press -MI'@'.
The following request appears:

En1:er 1:ab loca1:ion:

7. Enter the position of the decimal point. For practice type 40. The system will
respond:

En1:er 1:ype ([!ef1:" mi9h1:"

The new tab position 400 will be added to the TABS line.

8. Type 0 and press IElma

• 9. Press

10. Press the

to switch back to the text or blank page.

until the cursor is at position 40.

•

11. Begin typing the column of figures. Enter a line terminator J after each
figure to prevent the lines from merging when document is formatted. Tab to
position 40 for each line.

126.78
4567.92
68789.50

54.23

Figures will appear to the left of the cursor until a decimal point is entered.

12. Format text if necessary.

13. Save text.

14. Print document.

For more practice, type the following list of figures:

.89
13.64
9.79
2.61
.13
1.89
1.75
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POSITIONING
TEXT
OUTSIDE
MARGINS

Adding text outside either the left or right margin requires that you create and format
the main body of text. The information outside the margin is then added and the
document saved. For example, to create the following text:

•
CUf(bDF(

DEI"{-lUI... T

1. Create a document.

2. Enter Edit.

3. Create a new page.

The cursor is a sMall white
rectangle whIch Moves froM left to
J':i.gi1t c,r) ·te:<t.
l'i"le is '_Is;ed po:lr"tel' ·to
Wr"lere tt'10 opeT'atic)f'IS - il1sertSt
delet:iof)s, w:ill,
beg:iJ1. 'I'he cursor' be M()Vea

OJ') tt'le
Control ana cursor direction

A default is an answer or condition
bUIlt into the For exaMPle, If

enter a RETURN after questIon
a (Jr' r)o ttle

WIll aSSUMe or default to NO.
Default conditions also exist for all
the paraMeters (Margins, line spacing,

SF>3ClI1g, tabs, etc.) on the
Page Control

When or revising dOcuMents,
car, delete w(:)rds

phrases. or pages of text frOM
or frOM the diskette.

•
4. Press mml to switch to the Page Layout Control display.

5. Change the left margin. For this example, set the left margin at 35 and set your
right at 75. Set CPI to 10.

If you were adding text outside the right margin, that margin would be reset to
leave space for the additional text.

6. Press to retu rn to page.
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7. Type the main body of the text.

Type the text on the previous page. Don't forget to press
of each paragraph.

8. Format the page (or document).

ElEm:J1 at the end •



•
9. Use IDI to go back to the Edit Options Menu. Enter Modify mode.

10. Move the cursor outside the left margin where you want to add the additional
text. Use the and the directional arrows.

For this document, move the cursor to position 11 on the first line of the first
paragraph.

11. Type the text. In this case type:

CURSOR

Notice that as you type text, the first line moves to the left. This must be cor-
rected.

12. Press and to remove the spaces created when you
entered the additional text. Continue pressing the ,.ljUlJ#3¥J until the
first letter of the paragraph is lined up with the first letter in the other paragaphs
(position 38).

Since you set the left margin at 35, and paragraph indent is set at 3, the first line
begins at position 38.

J to move the cursor, additional lines will be• 13. Move the cursor down to the line where the next entry will be. Use
the directional arrows to position cursor.

If you use a or
added to the text.

14. Type the next entry:

DEFAULT

and

ADDRESSING
ENVELOPES

15. Remove the additional spaces created by the entry using and
Iml!iiEBB. Repeat procedure until all text is added.

16. Save text.

17. Print document. Your printout should look like the original example.

The address inside a letter can be blocked off, saved, and used to address the
envelope. To do this:

1. Create document.

2. Enter Edit and create a new page.

3. Type letter.

4. Save letter.

• 5. Type E for Extended Functions and press

6. Select Text Memory.
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7. Choose the Select Text option.

8. Block off the address.

9. Select Copy.

•
10. Press twice to return to Edit Options Menu.

DOUBLE-
COLUMN
PRINTING

126 Lesson Six Workbook

11. Select New Page option. The menu line will then read:
Ed i "t page - "type ESC "to ex i "t "to Menu

12. Press

13. Select Extended Functions.

14. Recall address. When the address is on the screen, modify it, so that it is posi-
tioned for the envelope you are using.

15. Save page.

16. Print envelope.

Double-column printing, which allows you to print two pages on one page, is useful
for typing indices, glossaries, and any text you want in a column format.

You must plan ahead to use double-column printing. When using 10 CPI, your
margins must fall between 1 and 38 if you are going to print in two columns. For pro-
portional spacing and 16.7 CPI, your margins must fall between 1 and 58.

For practice, type and print the document on the next page, using double-column
printing.

1. Create document. Call the document PRINTING. If you are using an existing
document, use the Select Document option.

2. Enter Edit.

3. Create a new page. If you are using an existing document, recall the page.

4. Type the text. Type the information on the next page labeled page 1.

5. Save the page.

6. Create another new page.

7. Type the text. Type the information on the next page labeled page 2.

8. Save the page.

•

•
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9. Format the document. Set your margins at 1 and 38 and CPI at 10.

Type the following as page 1, using IEmlm:J1 where indicated.

Create dnCUMent on the first Menu is what it a
new dOCUMent to be created on a selected disKette. This operation
is; requiT'ed Of1ce 31)d :i'f tC) C¥'8ia"te which

ttl0 w:ill
After a dOCUMer,t i·t 115 'froM ti'len e)f', selectlf1g
It. The select option is perforMed S in
response to the Select dOCUMent, Create dOCUMent, Disk Utilities

+

Type the following as page 2. Again, use MjliUilm. where indicated.

The menu Print, Edit or Erase document is the second menu....

The Menu Print, Edit or Erase dOCUMent is the second Menu
WIll COMe across. This print option is used to print a dOCUMent
as it is storea on diskette. The Menu proMPts for the first
and last page to be printec. After this the will ask
whether or not want double-coluMn
Requesting Edit takes to the next Menu level. At this level
a 11 i. to' i to r- t :i. n<.j op (.:.;.'(". at, :i. ar ava 11 db:l. f·:· dS 11 i3S i. rioi, v i (.)1) a :I.
page 3fld

10. Press twice. This returns you to the menu which reads:

i n't .. 13di 't or E[i1ase docuMen't?

11. Type P and press . The menu line will now read:

En'ter f i rS'tpage .. I as'tpage or :

12. Type A and press . The system now asks:
Double colUMn prin't (Y.lN]?

13. Type Y and pressEm.

•

14. Press 1E1Il!m:11 when you are ready to print.
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Your final copy should look like that below.

Create COCUMent on the first
Menu is what it a new
dOCuMent to be created on a selected
diskette. This operation is
required once ana once; if

to create a docuMent which
the will

select it.

After d()ClIMer)'L is it
is accessed fl'(JM 'll"lerl elf)
selecting it. The select opt1on is
perforMed S
in response to the Select dOcuMent.
Create docUMent. Disk Ut1lities
'...... c·!nu +

The Menu Print. Edit Dr Erase
is the secone Menu W1lI

COMe across. This prInt option 1S
used to prInt a dOCUMent as lt is
stored OJ') diskette. Ttle Mel')ll
proMPts for the first and last
page to be printed. After this the

will ask whether or not
want double-coluMn prlnting.

Requesting Edit takes to the
next Menu level. At thIS level all
editing forMattlng operat1ons are
aval1able as well as InOividual page
recall and saving.

•

Congratulations! You've now completed the ATARI Word Processor Training
Course. We think you'll find that the short time you've spent on this course will be
repaid many times over by the easewith which you can now handle the typing and
editing of documents using your ATARI Word Processor.
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LIMITED 90·DAY WARRANTY

ON ATARI® PERSONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS

ATARI, INC. (" ATARI") warrants to the original consumer purchaser that this ATARI Personal Computer Product (not including computer
programs) shall be free from any defects in material or workmanship for a period of 90 days from the date of purchase. If any such defect
is discovered within the warranty period, ATARI's sole obligation will be to repair or replace, at its election, the Computer Product free of
charge on receipt of the unit (charges prepaid, if mailed or shipped) with proof of date of purchase satisfactory to ATARI at any author-
ized ATARI Service Center. For the location of an authorized ATARI Service Center nearest you, call toll-free:

In California (800) 672-1430
Continental U.S. (800) 538-8547

or write to: Atari, Inc.
Customer Service Department
1340 Bordeaux Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

•

•

YOU MUST RETURN DEFECTIVE COMPUTER PRODUCTS TO AN AUTHORIZED ATARI SERVICE CENTER FOR IN-WARRANTY
REPAIR.

This warranty shall not apply if the Computer Product: (i) has been misused or shows signs of excessive wear, (ii) has been damaged by
being used with any products not supplied by ATARI, or (iii) has been damaged by being serviced or modified by anyone other than an
authorized ATARI Service Center.

ANY APPLICABLE IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, ARE HEREBY LIMITED TO NINETY DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE. CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL
DAMAGES RESULTING FROM A BREACH OF ANY APPLICABLE EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED. Some
states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts or do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or con-
sequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you .

This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY
ON ATARI COMPUTER PROGRAMS

All ATARI computer programs are distributed on an "as is" basis without warranty of any kind. The entire risk as to the quality and
performance of such programs is with the purchaser. Should the programs prove defective following their purchase, the purchaser and
not the manufacturer, distributor, or retailer assumes the entire cost of all necessary servicing or repair.

ATARI shall have no liability or responsibility to a purchaser, customer, or any other person or entity with respect to any liability, loss, or
damage caused directly or indirectly by computer programs sold by ATARI. This disclaimer includes but is not limited to any interruption
of service, loss of business or anticipatory profits or consequential damages resulting from the use or operation of such computer
programs.

REPAIR SERVICE

If your ATARI Personal Computer Product requires repair other than under warranty, please contact your local authorized ATARI
Service Center for repair information.
IMPORTANT: If you ship your ATARI Personal Computer Product, package it securely and ship it, charges prepaid and insured, by parcel
post or United Parcel Service.






